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ABSTRACT. 
The effect of pH, calciumi and potassium on the performance 
of Careac f l a c c a and C. panicea i s investigated using t i l l e r s growing 
i n solution culture. Performance i s determined by changes i n fresh 
weight, dry weight, l e a f length and the uptake of mineral nutrients 
into the plants. Possible age response i s taken into consideration 
by using t i l l e r s of two different i n i t i a l s i z e s and seeds, as 
s t a r t i n g material. 
No d i f f e r e n t i a l response due to i n i t i a l age of the plant 
parts i s detected* pH af f e c t s the f i n a l fresh and dry weights 
but not the r e l a t i v e concentrations of the elements present i n 
the plant leaves. Above a c e r t a i n external calcium concentration 
(about 50 p.p.m,) uptake of calcium by the plants greatly increases. 
Performance of both species increases with increase i n exteriial 
calcium concentration t i n t i l the influ x concentration i s reached, 
and then i t decreases. The germination and potassium variation 
experiments show that both species are very e f f i c i e n t i n removing 
potassium from the culture solutions and maintaining a high internal 
concentration of t h i s element. These observations could have important 
implications i n natural plant communities. There i s evidence to 
suggest that Carex f l a c c a and C. panicea exhibit different responses 
to calcium and pH which could lead to different ecological tolerances. 
I n a p a r a l l e l study, the role of calcium and potassium i n the 
nutrient dynamics of the two species i s investigated over the 
two-year growing period. With progressive ageing, percentage 
potassium content decreases; t o t a l potassium increases oveir the 
f i r s t year, but f a l l s sharply af t e r flowering; both percentage and 
t o t a l calcium content increase steadily over the l i f e span, but 
tend to decrease after f r u i t i n g . Analysis of different plant 
organs reveals considerable variation i n the concentrations of 
calciiom and potassium between adjacent parts of the same plant. 
There i s evidence to suggest that calcium and potassium 
re-cycle i n different ways. Potassium i s probably being supplied 
to the next generation of t i l l e r s from the parent plant, either by 
absorption from the substrate, or by translocation from dying 
leaves. Calcium, on the other hand, has to be absorbed by the 
t i l l e r s themselves when they have established t h e i r own root system. 
Part, I , 
INTRODUCTION. 
1, 
The l i t e r a t u r e on the calcicole-calcifuge problem 
i s extensive and c o n f l i c t i n g . The existence of chalk plants and 
chalk-avoiding plants has been recognised for a long time, 
(WAHLENBERG. 1814; UNGER^ I 8 3 6 , ) . Much 'in VIT^O' and 'in v i t r o ' 
observation has been ca r r i e d out, and many reasons have been advanced 
to explain t h i s d i v i s i o n of plant tolerance, TANSLEY & ADAMSQN.(1926).. 
and STEELE,. (l955), emphasised the varying degrees of f i d e l i t y of 
cer t a i n species on either calcareous or acid substrata and they 
suggested that the problem was different for each species, SALISBURY 
(1920), and WEBB & HART. (1945), stressed that many factors were 
involved. Comprehensive reviews have been published at intervals 
over the l a s t Ifi years summarising the different points of view: 
SALISBURY, (1920); LUNDEGARDH. (1931)j WEBB & HART, (1945); 
HOU & MERKLE, ( l950) ; RORISON. ( l956) ; GRIME. (196O), 
2, 
Among e a r l i e r reasons given for the delimitation 
of c a l c i c o l e s (and calcifuges) was the physical natixre of the s o i l 
on which the plants were growing. Physical features of calcareous 
s o i l s are :- better drainage; a tendency to dry out i n periods of 
drought; good aeration; high osmotic potential and a high percentage 
content of calcium carbonate with a correspondingly high pH, (HALL & 
RUSSELL,, 1911; KRAUS. 1911,). 
I n Callvma vulgaris, a species with mycorrhizal roots,, 
RAYNER, (1913), suggested that successful growth was dependent upon 
infec t i o n of the roots of the heather plant by the fungus at an early 
stage of development, and also upon subsequent healthy growth of 
the fungus.. I n t h i s case the s o i l preferences shown by the plant were 
reputed to be dependent on the maintenance of a biological balance 
between the roots and the constituents of the microflora which 
surrounded them. Any factor which affected the growth of the 
fungal symbiont would i n d i r e c t l y influence the development of Calluna, 
Current ideas on the calcicole-calcifuge problem 
revolve round the mineral composition of the respective s o i l s , i . e . 
s o i l chemistry i s takeivto be the most important factor, although, 
a l l other habitat conditions are thought to exert a modifying influence. 
3. 
(HOPE SIMPSON,, 1938). The concept of the importance of chemical factors 
i s not new, although c a r e f u l l y controlled culture experiments,, linked 
with f i e l d data, are of more recent origin, 
TRUOG. (1918),suggested that i t was the calcium 
ion which was e s s e n t i a l for the growth of c a l c i c o l e s , Drtiile LUNDEGARDH. 
(1924), proposed low hydrogen ion concentration and MEVEUS. ( l927) , 
high hydroxyl concentration to be operative, PEARSALL & WRAY, ( l 927) , 
suggested the r a t i o Ca/K+Na, as a l l important, and, thereafter,, 
numerous chemical elements were suggested as being important :-
potassium,, (FLICHE & GRANDEAU, 1874); nitrogen, (BEAR, 1917, OLSEN, 
1923); aluminium, ( m A S O L , 1920, CLYMO. 1962)f i r o n , (MEVIUS, 1927); 
manganese,, (LUNDEGARDH, 193l ) ; phosphorus, (GORE, 196I,. JAMES. 1962, 
HACKETT. 1965), Different workers have put stress on different elements, 
some of which are said to be required by certain plants, and others,, 
i f present i n excess, are reputed to be toxic to plant roots leading 




The two categories c a l c i c o l e and calcifuge were 
broadly defined by HOPE SIMPSON, (l938). He regarded'^calcicoles 
as species affecting the more important types of calcareous s o i l s 
and rare or absent from acid s o i l s , and calcifuges as the reverse". 
I t has generally been accepted that,, on the one hand, the over^riding 
common c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the types of s o i l colonised by so-called 
c a l c i c o l e s i s the presence of large amounts of calcium carbonate;, 
on the other hand, calcifuge habitats can be typ i f i e d by the absence 
of calciiim carbonate. No matter what other factors may be involved 
they must operate against the large badS^ground factor of presence 
or absence of calcium carbonate, and, consequently, high or low pH, 
As a re s u l t of transplant amd culture experiments, 
the Mvel. of exchangeable calcium i n the s o i l has been shown to be 
of importance i n the distribution of calcico l e s by PEARSALL & WRAY, 
(1927)^ DE SILVA, (I93if), BRADSHAW ET AL. (1^58) and JEFFERIES & 
WILLIS. (1964), However, many authors have found that i n the case 
of calcifuge plants the calcium l e v e l i n the external medixim had 
l i t t l e effect upon grovrth and development of such species^ GORE. (196^, 
SNAYDON & BRADSHAW,. ( l 9 6 l ) , JAMES, (1962), HACKETT, (1965), 
Inevitably, some exceptions to t h i s generalisation have been reported, 
JEFFERIES & WILLIS, (1964), found that i n solution culture Juncus 
squarrosus and Nardus s t r i c t a survived only i n treatments containing 
low l e v e l s of calcium, and PEARSALL & WRAY. ( l927) , obtained similar 
r e s u l t s for Eriophorum angustifolium. 
The r e s u l t s of experiments of different workers 
using different plants and techniques have led to some rather 
c o n f l i c t i n g conclusions, RORISON, (l956 & 196O), SALISBURY, ( l920), . 
and FEARSALL & WRAY, (1927), found that there was a c r u c i a l phase 
during seedling development when s o i l chemical factors had a dominant 
influence compared with the physical nature of the s o i l or with 
competition, and, for the species Mriiich they investigated, i t was 
the presence or absence of calcium, as calcium carbonate, with i t s 
dual role of calcium source and s o i l n e u t r a l i s e r which was the 
controlling factor. HACKETT. (1965), on the other hand, found that 
widely different supplies of calcium had insignificant effects 
on the establishment and growth of Deschampsia flexuosa ,a calcifugef. 
6, 
From the large volume of l i t e r a t u r e two general 
f a c t s emerge :-
1, C a l c i c o l e s usually exhibit a strong response to calcium l e v e l 
i n culture and transplant experiments, whereas calcifuges as 
a general rule do not; and chemical analysis of plants has 
indicated that the difference i n response i s due to an i n a b i l i t y 
of c a l c i c o l e s to absorb calcium from low solution concentrations. 
2, Plants from acid habitats tend, i n most cases, to be indifferent 
to calcium except i n high dosage, when death may r e s u l t , 
(PERKINS, 1961), 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION 
The effect of calcium carbonate on the hydrogen ion 
concentration of s o i l s has been suggested as being an important 
fac t o r controlling plant distribution, (SALISBURY, 1925), Many 
culture experiments have been carried out to investigate the effect 
of a variety of pH l e v e l s on the growth of different plant species : 
OLSEN. (1923, 1938a & 1953); DAVLDSON. (1927); ARNON ET AL, ( l942); 
FAWZY ET AL. ( l954) ; BOATMAN. ( l962) ; HACKETT. (1964 & 1965), 
ARNON, (1942), reported lower calcium and phosphate 
absorption by lettuce and tomato.plants from strongly acid culture 
solutions, (pH 4 & 5 ) , and also reduced phosphate absorption at 
pH 9; but he detected no profound effect on the uptake of magnesium, 
potassium or nitrate,, I n a l a t e r experiment, ARNOTf, (l92j2),, also 
reported that between pB 4 and pH 8 fluctuations i n pH could be 
tolerated by these plants, provided a suf f i c i e n t supply of mineral 
nutrients was available, Growth>(of tomato and lettuce) i n acid 
nutrient solutions was favourably affected by increasing the concentration! 
of calcium, (added as calcium n i t r a t e ) i n the nutrient solution, 
whereas at pH 6 the growth obtained at low and high calcium concentrations 
was equally favourable. 
8, 
I t would appear that i n certain cases high calcium 
concentration can compensate for low pH, and vice versa. Similar 
responses to pH have also been reported by HACKETT. (1965),, and 
JAMES, (1962), However, OLSEN, ( l938b), using Deschampsia flexuosa. 
a calcifuge, (the same species was used by HACKETT) observed that 
although a high calcium concentration was not injurious to t h i s 
species i t was a true "acid s o i l plant" i n the sense that i t required 
a rather strong acid reaction i n the culture medium i n order to 
develop normally, and did not survive at a l l well i n neutral or 
alk a l i n e solutions. 
I t i s now more fashionable to consider the effect 
of pH on the a v a i l a b i l i t y of certain essential elements tather 
than the physico-chemical effect of pH alone. I t i s generally 
considered that decrease i n the pH of a s o i l decreases the s o l u b i l i t y 
of iron to the point of deficiency (TRUOG, 1947), and, i n fact,, 
i t has been shown that the iron content of plants has been increased 
by liming s o i l , (HOFFER & TROST, 1923; BENDER, 1941)• The d i f f e r e n t i a l 
absorption of potassium and phosphorus at different pH le v e l s has 
been studied by DAVCDSON^ (1927), and the effect of pH on aluminium 
s o l u b i l i t y by OLSEN., (1923), I n work described by HOU & MERKLE, 
(1950)„ no effect of pH on aluminium uptake by plants could be detected, 
and SHEAR. (1938), found no increase i n the aluminium content of 
plants as s o i l pH decreased. 
9. 
ELEMENTS OTHER THAN CALCIUM 
As stated above,, deficiencies of elements necessary 
f o r nonnal growth, and the presence of others reputed to be toxic 
to plants have also been s i t e d as factors controlling the distribution 
of c a l c i c o l e s and calcifuges, 
I r a n 
Iron chlorosis i s a well-known example of the former. 
This has been investigated extensively by GRIME. (196O), but there i s 
considerable debate concenming the exact mechanism, involved, 
(HEWITT,, 1948b,; BROM & HOLMES^ . 1956; GAUCH. 1957). 
Phosphorus 
More recently the lack of available phosphorus 
has been taken to be an important factor i n the f a i l u r e of the 
establishment of c a l c i c o l e species, BILLIWGS,, ( l950) , has described 
calcifuge vegetation, which on acid s o i l s i n North America i s 
adapted to conditions of low available phosphorus which i s a limiting 
f a c t o r i n the success of other l o c a l species; BEADLE,, ( 1954), 
has correlated the ecology of certain Eucalyptus species with t h e i r 
tolerance of low s o i l phosphate; and RORISON., (1956), has related 
10. 
the f a i l u r e of seedlings of the calcicole Scabiosa columbaria 
to establish themselves on acid so i l s to phosphate deficiency, 
r e s u l t i n g from the external f i x a t i o n of phosphate by aluminiunu. 
Aluminium 
Aluminium i t s e l f has come to be accepted as an 
element which may be important i n the delimitation of these two 
categories of plants, (HOFPER & TROST. 1923; CLYMO. 1962; 
HACKETT, 1964 & 1965; SPARLING, 1967,)• HARTWELL & PEMBER, (1918), 
suggested that i n very acid s o i l s , certain quantities of "active 
aluminium" were present which were held to be toxic t o calcicolous 
plants, but MATSON & HESTER, (l933), have cautioned against 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n of the problem i n t h i s way and have proposed that 
the relationship of "the effect of soluble aluminium to plants 
i s f u r t h e r complicated by the s o l u b i l i t y and t o x i c i t y of manganese". 
More recent work on t h i s aspect has been published by CLYMO, (1962),. 
who carried out culture experiments with Carex demissa, a calcifuge,, 
and C. lepidocarpa^ a calcicole, t o study the effects of varying 
levels of aluminium i n the culture medium* His experiments showed 
that aluminium was toxi c t o C. lepidocarpa, but that C. demissa 
was tolerant of f a i r l y high levels. His experiments also indicated 
that C, lepidocarpa required a high calcium concentration f o r best 
growth. SPARLING. (1967), showed that Schoenus nigricans vras 
capable of growing equally w e l l i n low and high calcium conditions 
but that i t was extremely sensitive t o aluminium ions, a concentration 
of 0,55 mg, A l / l i t r e ; causing a 50^ reduction i n root growth. 
Manganese 
V&xious workers have reported that the percentage 
content of manganese i n plants grown on calcareous or limed so i l s 
was less,, compared to that present i n plants grown on acid s o i l ; 
MAM, I93O; McHARGUE ET AL. 1932; MIED & PBECH. 19if6; 
HALE & HEIWTZE, ^ 9h£>^, HEINTZE. 1946; PUJIMOJO, ^^kB; and HOU & 
MERKLE. 1950, analysis of plant material, determined that the 
percentage raemganese i n plants increased as s o i l pH decreased. 
The indications are that plants which grow on acid substrates are 
adapted to tolerate the higher concentrations of manganese available 
t o them, but calcicole plants, which normally are not exposed to 
large amounts of manganese, cannot survive i n such so i l s . 
112, 
AIM OF THE RESEARCH AM) CHOICE OF SPECIES 
I t would appear from t h i s b r i e f survey of the l i t e r a t u r e 
on the calcicole-calcifuge problem th a t , with regard to the 
possible explanations put f orvyard by various authors, there i s 
much contradiction and s t i l l much confusion. Different workers have 
used d i f f e r e n t species and methods of study, and have put more 
emphasis on one factor than on another,. Some of t h i s confusion 
may be due to the f a c t that culture experiments i n the laboratory 
have r a r e l y been correlated with f i e l d experiments or chemical analysis 
of f i e l d material t o determine the behaviour of plants under natural 
conditions. 
Recent ideas on t h i s subject have tended to move 
away from the viewpoint, that calcium i s the major factor delimiting 
calcicole and calcifuge species and towards the concept of 
d i f f e r e n t i a l responses to one or more of the other elements mentioned 
above. There i s , however, s t i l l the fact that calcicoles grow 
i n neutral t o alkaline s o i l s w i t h high pH and high calcium content, 
while calcifuges, generally, are. intolerant of such conditions, 
and are- r e s t r i c t e d t o acid calcium deficient s o i l s with a low pH, 
No matter how many explanations are put forward to explain the 
effects of other factors or chemical elements,, the fact that, on 
the one hand, we have habitats deficient of calcium, and, on the 
13. 
other, ones with excess, with a reasonable sharp ecological boundary 
between the two suggests that calcium i t s e l f must exert a very large 
influence, d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y , on the delimitation of these 
two categories. I t was i n an attempt to gather the re l a t i v e data 
and to l i n k these two essential aspects of the problem, the laboratory 
and the f i e l d , t h a t t h i s investigation to study the 'calcium effect* 
was begun. 
The purpose of the culture experiments was to test 
the'tolerance* of a number of species to varying calcium concentrations 
and pH levels* I n order to control the ionic concentrations and pH 
of the culture media w i t h i n narrow l i m i t s , these experiments were 
carried out i n solution culture. I t was intended to choose plants 
which grow n a t u r a l l y i n conditions ranging from very acid, calcium 
deficient at one end of the scale, to alkaline, calcium-rich at 
the other, with plants from intermediate conditions i n between. 
The classic example of a cline of plant communities 
i n r e l a t i o n to a cline of calcium levels i s the extreme-rich fen 
t o moss series of SJmS„ (l948)j DU RIETZ, (1949); & WITTING, (1947), 
(FIGURE %t)t. This i s a series of ecologically linked plant communities 
spanning the extremes of calcium-rich to calcium-deficient habitats 
and of pH* I t was, therefore, decided to select a number of plants 
whichj[*ind t h e i r optimum habitat i n di f f e r e n t mire types, and to 
test t h e i r performance against various levels of calcium and pH 
under uniform environmental conditions. The fact that mire plants 
grow na t u r a l l y i n waterlogged habitats should ensure that t h e i r 
performance i n water culture i s not too f a r removed from t h e i r 
behaviour i n nature, 
A major c r i t e r i o n of plants f o r such comparative 
studies i s that they should be similar morphologically(CLYMO, 1962), 
and, towards t h i s end, species of Carex were chosen which covered 
the complete spectrum of the extreme-rich fen to moss series. 
O r i g i n a l l y six species were chosen whose ecological amplitudes 
are indicated i n FIGURE 2,» I t was soon realised that only two species 
could be dealt w i t h , i f s u f f i c i e n t data was to be obtained i n the 
time available f o r the investigation. The species chosen vrere 
Carex f lacca and Carex panicea. 
Reasons f o r choosing these two species, 
1, They are similar morphologically and anatomically, 
2, They cover the habitat range required, 
3, They can, and often do,, occur together, 
4, Plants were easj to obtain i n quantity w i t h i n easy reach of Durham, 
5, They can exist i n r e l a t i v e l y large populations. 
FIGURE 1, 
Extreme-rich fen to moss series of 
SJORS. (l9i4B), DU RIETZ, (l949), and 
WITTING, (1947). 
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FIGURE 2, 
Ecological amplitudes of the six 
Carex species o r i g i n a l l y chosen 
f o r study, (These have been determined 
by inspection of relevant phytosociological 
l i t e r a t u r e , SJORS, (1948 & 1950)» 
DU RIETZ, (1949), WITTING, (l947) 
and BELLAMY, (196?). 
















Plants of both species consist of a sympodial 
rhizome system* Each rhizome terminates i n a swollen stock which 
bears the leaves and forms a t u f t e d aerisil shoot with a phyllotaxis 
i f Buds and roots are formed at the point where the stock 
bends and turns upwards. The length of individual rhizomes i s 
very i r r e g u l a r (TABLES 2—5) ranging from p r a c t i c a l l y zero to 15 cm,. 
I n a l l cases, the l e a f ^ shoots formed at the ends of these rhizomes 
have been called * t i l l e r s * throughout t h i s investigation* 
A s t y l i s e d Carex flacca or C, panicea plant i s shown 
i n FIGURE and the effect of the sympodial rhizome system on the 
sp a t i a l arrangement of subsequent generations of t i l l e r s i s represented 
diagrammatically i n FIGURE 4» Data on the number of leaves, number 
of rhizomes produced and maximum leaf length of mature plants from 
f i e l d populations i s l i s t e d i n TABLES 2-5, 
Nomally t i l l e r development commences during the 
autumn from a x i l l a r y buds cM. the stocky These remain small and 
below ground during the f i r s t winter, and elongate the following 
16, 
spring t o form a t u f t of glaucous green leaves. The plant does 
not usually flower i n t h i s f i r s t summer, but overwinters above-
ground without dying back appreciably (a few of the outer leaves d i e ) . 
I n the second spring, f u r t h e r growth of the plant occurs with 
simultaneous development of the flowering spike. Flowering takes 
place during May - June, with f r u i t formation from June - August, 
After flowering, the mature t i l l e r dies. The vegetative cycle 
of these two species spans two years and they may be referred to 
as 'biennial perennials'. 
FIGURE 3* 
Diagram of Carex t i l l e r at the end of 
the f i r s t year's growth period. 
U) 
FIGURE 4. 
Diagrammatic representation of sympodial 
rhizome system of Carex t i l l e r s . 
A — pre^nt year's flowering plant, 
B - t i l l e r at end of f i r s t year growth period 
(should flower in.following summer) 
C - developing t i l l e r s (very young). 
For c l a r i t y , the actual arrangement of t i l l e r s i n 
the aibstrate has been distorted. Subsequent t i l l e r s 
can be produced i n the a x i l s of leaves d i r e c t l y 
above t i l l e r s already formed. 

17. 
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
Preliminary experiments were designed to t r y t o 
answer the following questions, 
1, What i s the performance of these two species i n r e l a t i o n to 
calcium supply and pH level® 
2* Does calcium have a direct effect upon growth? 
(a) Can the two species obtain s u f f i c i e n t calcium f o r normal 
growth i f i t i s i n short supply? 
(b) Do they absorb excess calcium i f i t i s available and vath 
what result? 
(c) I s there an optimum calcium concentration i n the external 
solution f o r growth of these two species? 
3* Does calcium exert an indirect effect upon performance by 
influencing the uptake of other nutrients? (OLSEN. 1923; 
RICHARDS & SHIH, 1940; COLLANDER, 1941; MIDDLETON & RUSSELL, 1958; 
JACOBSON ET AL, 1960 & I96l ; NIELSEN ET AL, 1963,). Most of 
the experiments studying the influence of calcium on the 
1I8» 
absorption of other ions have heen carried out on detached plant 
organs or tissue s l i c e s . I s there any evidence of a calcium effect 
i n experiments using intact plants? 
• For the purpose of t h i s investigation the term 
'performance* i s used to r e l a t e to different aspects of the behaviour 
of these two species under a variety of culture and habitat conditions.. 
The parameters used to determine 'performance' are :- change i n 
fr e s h weight and dry weight, fresh weight/dry weight r a t i o , l e a f 
length, and change i n the t o t a l and percentage content of the elements 





As stated above, conflicting results have been 
obtained by workers employing different study techniques* For t h i s 
reason the techniques used i n t h i s investigation are described i n 
d e t a i l i n the body of the t h e s i s before describing the experiments 
themselves*. 
No growth chamber was available for these experiments^ 
so a cheap but effective one had to be constructed* This was b u i l t 
inside a large 'Dutch Light' greenhouse during October - December 
1963, and the f i r s t experiments were commenced i n January 1964. 
The chamber was subsequently enlarged i n December 1964 to enable 
a greater variety of treatments to be applied at one time. 
Construction d e t a i l s of the growth chamber are given i n d e t a i l 
i n APPENDIXl, 
20. 
THE CULTURE TECHNIQUE. 
The substrate employed was colourless polythene 
chips supplied by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd*, These were 
washed thoroughly with d i s t i l l e d water and autoclaved at 105°C for 
one hour before use* 3" p l a s t i c pots were f i l l e d with the chips 
and placed inside square polythene wash bowls, which were subsequently 
f i l l e d with the appropriate culture solution (FIGURE 5) . Each 
plant pot was covered with a c i r c l e of black polythene, held i n 
position with a rubber band. The edges of the c i r c l e s of adjacent 
pots overlapped to reduce the amount.of l i g h t reaching the surface 
of the culture solutions, i n an attempt to minimise al g a l growth. 
The culture solutions were changed weekly, and to 
simplify t h i s procedure, the bowls of individual treatments were 
connected together by means of polythene tubing,welded to holes 
near t h e i r bases. To one end of each row of bowls a Ifi l i t r e 
aspirator was connected, and, at the other end, a tap was inserted 
to empty the bowls yrhen required. By t h i s technique, the culture 
solutions could be drained from one end and fresh culture solutions 
run i n at the other, enabling a complete change to be carried out 
i n about half an hour for the whole growth cabinet. I n the enlarged 
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growth chamber, there were 14 rows of bowls, f i v e i n each row, 
allowing 14 different culture solution treatments to be applied at 
the same time to plants growing i n adjacent rows of bowls* The 
complete xrnit contained 70 polythene bowls each with 9 plant pots 
which could hold three plants each. The capacity of the chamber 
was 70 X 9 X 3, i , e , 1890 plants at any one time i f required* 
Culture solution was run into each bowl u n t i l the 
l e v e l was about one inch below the tops of the plant pots ensuring 
that the polythene chips were kept permanently wet. To reduce further 
the p o s s i b i l i t y of al g a l growth, the top of the whole system, 
except for the plant pots, was covered with black polythene, as 
were the stock aspirators themselves. S l i t s were cut i n the top 
of the polythene ' s k i r t s * covering each plant pot, and through these 
were inserted the t i l l e r s under investigation into the polythene 
chips. 
This technique i s fundamentally one of water culture, 
i n which additional support i s provided for the plants by the 
s t e r i l i s e d polythene chips. This method has an advantage over those 
employing vermiculite or sand i n that i t enables the root systems 
of plants to be collected free from adhering substrate p a r t i c l e s 
a f t e r each experiment by simply rins i n g i n d i s t i l l e d water. 
22. 
Each change of culture solution required approximately 
20 l i t r e s per treatment, and, as solutions were changed vreekly, 
each aspirator (40 l i t r e capacity) contained two week's supply 
of culture solution. The fact that the bowls contained a large 
excess of culture solution which was changed frequently, greatly 
reduced several sources of error i n the culture technique. 
1» pH d r i f t was small, if, 2 increased to 5» and pH 7 dropped 
to 6,5 a f t e r a week. 
2. The nutrient concentration was maintained at a f a i r l y constant 
value over each week. (TABLE 1.) 
3, I t was thought unnecessary to aerate the culture solutions 
because of the large volumes of solution used and because of 
the large surface area of solution i n each bowl. 
PIGUEE 5. 
The culture technique. 
0 
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THE CULTURE SOLUTION. 
I n carrying out these experiments, i t was decided 
to use, as a basis, a w e l l - t r i e d and successful culture solution 
which gives an adequate supply of a l l ths macro- and micronutrients 
required by plants f o r healthy growth. The culture solution chosen 
to form the ba s i s medium was a modification of that used at the 
Long Ashton Agri c u l t u r a l and Horticultural Research Station (HBEETT. 
1952), The f i n a l concentrations of the ions i n the solutions were 
made up to be half of that recommended i n the Long Ashton solution, 
except i n the case of the ions, calcium and potassium, the concentrations 
of which were varied. Instead of supplying calcium as calcium 
n i t r a t e , i t was added as calcium chloride. I n the potassium 
experiments potassium was added as potassium n i t r a t e . As a result 
n i t r a t e concentration also varied and to maintain the same nit r a t e 
l e v e l i n a l l treatments appropriate quantities of sodium nitrate 
were added to make up the difference. 
Concentrated stock solutions of each s a l t used 
were prepared and stored i n 2^ l i t r e Winchester bottles. The 
concentration of these stock solutions was such that 100 ml, stock 
solution oh di l u t i o n to 40 l i t r e s gave the required ionic concentration. 
This basic medium was bulked with appropriate quantities of calcium: 
2k* 
chloride or potassium ni t r a t e to give the required concentration 
of calcium or potassium for each experiment, pH was adjusted by the 
addition of sodium hydroxide. 
D e t a i l s of the exact amounts of each s a l t used i n 
the preparation of the basic culture solution, and of the quantities 
of calcium chloride and potassium ni t r a t e used i n each treatment 
are given i n APPENDIX 2. 
25. 
COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF PLANT MATERIAL. 
Prior to each experiment, plants of Carex panicea 
were collected from blanket peat near Sunbiggin Tarn, Westmorland, 
and from a t r a n s i t i o n mire at Cassop, Co. Dxirham* Carex f l a c c a 
was collected from a t r a n s i t i o n mire at Sunbiggin Tarn and from 
limestone grassland at Cassop, (Plants from t h i s l a t t e r s i t e yrere 
included to cover the extreme calcium-rich habitat, ) On a l l of these 
sites,, the species grow i n large populations, and i t i s possible 
that they may be of r e s t r i c t e d genetical origin. After c o l l e c t i o n , 
the plants were planted i n boxes and kept i n a heated greenhouse 
u n t i l required* Before use, they were thoroughly washed, and the 
t i l l e r s removed* T i l l e r s of each species, selected by eye to be 
0^approximately s i m i l a r i n i t i a l s i z e (2-3 cm,), were rinsed i n 
d i s t i l l e d water, surface dried, weighed and planted i n the growth 
cabinet i n the maimer previously described^ Before planting, any 
roots growing from the t i l l e r s were removed, so that each plant 
had to re-es t a b l i s h i t s e l f completely i n the culture medium* 
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EXPERIMENT 1, 
The object of t h i s experiment was to investigate 
the performance of C. f l a c c a and C. panicea t i l l e r s growing i n 
culture solutions containing dSSfferent calcium concentrations 
at different pH l e v e l s . 
Since any variation im the concentrations of n i t r a t e , 
potassium and phosphorus may produce pronounced effects on performance,, 
the l e v e l s of these nutrients was maintained constant i n a l l 
treatments. Calcium chloride was supplied i n appropriate quantities 
t o ^ f i n a l calcium concentrations of 0,, 10 and 50 parts per million 
respectively. A l l of these solutions had an i n i t i a l pH of k»2^ 
i r r e s p e c t i v e of the calcium concentration (BELLAMY & RIELEY. 1964)« 
This pH (2 .^2) was maintained i n one set of three Ifi l i t r e aspirators 
(covering the calcium range), while i n a duplicate set pH was raised 
to pH 7 by the addition of sodium hydroxide solution* 
The arrangement of the culture treatments within 
the growth cabinet i s shoroi i n FIGURE 6, 
FIGURE 6* 
Arrangement of culture treatments 
inside the growth chamber. 
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RESULTS 
The r e s u l t s are detailed i n APPENDIX 6, TABLES 7 & 8, 
and are presented i n graph form i n FIGURES 7, 8 & 9. 
Fresh weight. 
The graphs of Carex panicea from both collecting 
s i t e s are s i m i l a r . There i s l i t t l e change i n fresh weight between 
Q) and 10 p,p.m, calcium at pH 4; (plants from the acid s i t e sihffav 
a s l i g h t increase, and those from the t r a n s i t i o n mire, a small 
decrease at 10 p,p,m,), but there i s a very large increase i n the 
50 p,p.m, calciumai treatment. At pH 7, on the other hand, there 
i s a marked increase i n fresh weight at the 10 p,p.m. calcium 
concentration (much greater than the value reached at the lower pH), 
and a further increase at 50 p.p.m,. I t i s interesting to note 
that at the highest calcium concentration there i s v i r t u a l l y no 
difference between the f i n a l fresh weights of the plants growing 
at the two pH l e v e l s , 
Carex f l a c c a from the limestone grassland s i t e 
(which was the only collecting s i t e from which plants of t h i s species 
were used i n the preliminary experiment) exhibited the same type 
of response to calcium and pH as C. panicea over the lower 
2 8 . 
concentrations (O and 10 p.p.m.), but differed from C. panicea 
i n i t s behaviour at the 50 p.p.m. l e v e l . I n t h i s case, although 
the standard errors overlap, the trend i s quite obviously towards 
an increase i n f r e s h weight due to an increase i n the external 
calcium concentration and to increase i n pH l e v e l . 
Dry weight* 
There i s l i t t l e difference i n the f i n a l dry weights 
of C, panicea plants originating fran the acid s i t e and grown i n 
the extremes of pH, I n plants from the t r a n s i t i o n mire, there i s 
a suggestion of greater dry weight at the higher pH at the 10 p.p.m. 
calcium l e v e l * 
C. f l a c c a . on the other hand,, shows a marked diverg?nce 
i n f i n a l dry weight at the 10 p.p.m, calcium concentration due to 
pH, and t h i s pH effect increases at the 50 p.p.m, l e v e l * I t i s 
notable that there i s no increase at a l l i n f i n a l dry weight m 
of C. f l a c c a plants at pH 4 between 10 and 50 p.p.m, calcium i n 
the external solution. 
Fresh weight/dry weight r a t i o 
I n a l l cases the shape of the graphs i s similar. 
The r a t i o i s higher at pH 4 than at pH 7 at the 0 p.p.m. calcium 
29» 
l e v e l , "but, with increase of the calcium concentration to 10 p.p.m.., 
positions are reversed giving a higher r a t i o , or increased 
'succulence', at the higher pH, At the higher calcium concentration, 
the r a t i o reached i t s highest values, and these appear to he independent 
of pH» 
Chemical analysis. 
The methods employed are described i n f u l l i n 
APPENDIX 3. 
Analysis of dry plant material of both species did 
not reveal any detectable differences i n the concentrations of 
Calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodixim or phosphorus due to either, 
difference i n species,, calcium concentration or pH, except i n the 
0 p.p.m, calcium solution, smd t h i s may have been due to the poor 
condition of the plants which survived t h i s treatment. These r e s u l t s 
do, however, show the percentage concentrations of each of these 
elements presaat i n the two species. 
The most surprising fact about these r e s u l t s i s 
that they show that the calcium l e v e l inside the plants does not 
increase (as a percentage of the t o t a l dry weight) with increased 
concentration of t h i s element i n the culture solutions over the 
range employed. This would seem to suggest that these plants exert 
30* 
a 'buffering action' against the higher l e v e l s of calcium external 
to them, absorbing s u f f i c i e n t only to keep pace with increase i n 
dry weight. A l l graphs indicate an increase i n internal potassium 
and phosphoras concentration between 0 and 10 p.p.m. calcium, but, 
as has already been mentioned, t h i s may have been due to the poor 
condition of the plants i n the 0 p.p.m, treatment at the end of the 
ejqjeriment. These plants were chlorotic and many were dead and i t 
i s possible that leakage had teiken place of these t^o elements 
from such plants, giving r i s e to the lower values detected* 
piGinffi 7» 
Experiment 1» -
Fresh weight and dry weight data» 
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Experiment 1, -
Chemical analysis data. 
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT 1. 
There was no difference between the mineral contents 
of these two species attributable to difference i n the pH of the 
external medium. However, some effect on the potassium and phosphorus 
contents was evident at the 0 p«p,ni, calcium l e v e l * This effect 
was probably due to the absence of calcium from t h i s p a r t i c u l a r 
nutrient solution since a l a t e r experiment containing only 0.5 p.p.m. 
calcium did not give r i s e to a similar low potassium concentration 
i n the plants* Potassium and phosphorus are known to be very mobile 
i n plant t i s s u e s , and dying plants or plant organs lose a proportion 
of both of these elements : JAMES. (1931); MITCHELL. (1936); 
PETRIE. (1934); ULRICH. (i943); WILLIAMS, (l955); PERKINS. (1961); 
HtlTCHARD ET AL. (l96Zt.)» I t i s also interesting to note that very 
high l e v e l s of potassium, compared to the other elements, were 
detected* Other workers have also commented upon the high l e v e l s 
of potassium found i n plant t i s s u e s : FAGAN & WATKINS. (1932); 
THOMAS & TRINDER. (1947); OLSEN. (1948); MALMER. (1958), 
There are two possible explanations to account for 
t h i s apparently anomalous potassium value obtained i n the absence 
of calcium from these culture experiments J 
32. 
1, Potassium tends to vacate dying t i s s u e s . (The plants i n t h i s 
treatment soon showed signs of chlorosis and began to die.) 
This aspect of potassium w i l l be dealt with at greater 
'. length i n a l a t e r discussion. 
2, I t i s possible that the absence of calcium resulted i n diminished 
potassium uptake by the plants. VEETS. (I92j4), showed that 
a number of bivalent ions, including calcium, stimulated 
potassium absorption by excised barley roots. OVERSTREET ET AL. 
(1952), confirmed t h i s effect of calcium on potassium uptake, 
and suggested that calcium had a stimulatory effect on the 
active transport of potassium, possibly by f a c i l i t a t i n g 
the breakdown of a K - c a r r i e r complex. 
Carex panicea plants collected from the acid s i t e 
were small and stunted. When t i l l e r s of these plants were grown i n 
culture solutions deficient i n calcium at either pH l e v e l they 
remained small. T i l l e r s from the much larger plants collected from 
the t r a n s i t i o n mire (higher calcium and pH) performed no better 
on the calcium-deficient culture solution. C. panicea t i l l e r s 
grew much better at higher external calcium concentrations irrespective 
of o r i g i n a l c o l l e c t i n g s i t e . These findings are i n agreement with 
r e s u l t s of ABNON, ( l 9 4 2 ) , who observed that plants of lettuce and tomato 
33. 
could grow well under ac i d conditions provided s u f f i c i e n t nutrients, 
e s p e c i a l l y calcium and potassium, were available. He concluded 
that high calcium concentration could compensate for low pH, 
3k* 
SUMMARY MP INFERENCES. 
The r e s u l t s of t h i s experiment suggest 
1, That C. f l a c c a has become adapted to higher pH conditions 
i n which i t attains maximum performance (expressed as fresh 
weight and dry weight increase)* 
2, That C, flacoa requires a higher calcium concentration than 
C, panicea, since even at pH 4 plants grown i n the higher 
calcixm solutions exhibit a larger percentage increase i n fresh 
weight than those grown i n the 10 p,p,m, calcium solution at 
pH 7. 
3,. That there may be a 'dehydrating' effect of low pH i n the 
presence of a low calcium concentration* 
That C, panicea i s an adaptable species as f a r as mineral 
supply i s concerned being able to survive i n a wide range of 
calcium concentrations and pH l e v e l s , but with a different 
potential performance i n each case, C. flacca,on the other 
hand, shows a marked preference for higher pH at a l l external 
calcium concentrations except the lowest one. 
35. 
5. ^hat both calciiam concentration and pH are important factors 
influencing the performance of these two species i n culture 
solution, and i t i s possible that t h e i r occurrence i n nature 
i s greatly dependent on them also. 
36. 
QUESTIONS ARISING PROM AN ASSESSMENT OF THE RESDLTS OF EXPERIMENT 1, 
This preliminary experiment gave r i s e to several 
important questions which determined the course of the investigation, 
1, I n a l l cases there was a large difference i n the performance 
of plants between 0 apd 10 p.p.m. calcium and consequently 
t h i s appeared to be a c r i t i c a l range of calcium concentration 
to study. What would be the performance of the two species 
at intermediate calcium concentrations? 
2. Plants of both species continued to grow quite healthily at 
50 p.p.m», the maximum calcium concentration employed i n t h i s 
experiment. What would be t h e i r reaction to higher calcium 
concentrations i n solution culture? I s there a maximum calcium 
concentration for growth of these two species above which they 
cannot survive? 
3^ There was no increase i n the percentage calcium concentration 
inside the plants but merely an uptake suffic i e n t to keep pace 
with additional dry weight increase due to growth of the plants. 
I s there a maximum concentration of calcium i n the external 
solution above which the 'buffering action' of the plants 
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ceases to be eff e c t i v e , leading to an increase i n the r e l a t i v e 
calcium content of the plants? 
4» As the chemical analysis graphs indicate, these plants contain 
very large quantities of potassium i n th e i r t i s s u e s , and they 
must, therefore, be very e f f i c i e n t i n extracting t h i s element 
from the growth medium* What would happen to the potassium 
content of plants growing i n culture solutions i n which potassium 
i s varied over a low concentration range, especially when 
another e s s e n t i a l element such as calcium i s limiting? 
5» Would the same responses to calcium concentration be exhibited 
by these two species at different stages of development? 
6, How do these two species behave i n the f i e l d under different 
conditions of nutrient supply? I s there a difference i n 
performance on different s i t e s ? 
7, I s there any detectable nutrient cycling i n these plants, and, 
i f so, can t h i s be related to nutrient supply? 
38. 
EXPERIMENT 2» mEOATIGN DT EXTERNAL CALCIUM CONCENTRATION. 
The growth cabinet was increased i n size to accomodate 
114 different culture treatments. I n t h i s experiment a range of 
nine different calcium concentrations was employed,, giving a seri e s 
of concentrations i n the range 0,5„ 2,5, 5,0, 10^ 20, 50, 100, 
200, and 5OO parts per million* I n order to study the response of 
plants grown i n culture from different i n i t i a l stages of development, 
the t i l l e r s were divided by eye into younger ( t i l l e r s 2-3 an, long) 
and older tiOfers (larger ones between 5 and 6 cm, i n length). 
Because of the large numbers of plants used i n t h i s experiment, 
no i n i t i a l measurement of fresh weight was made because of the time 
i t would have involved. 
So that a more complete study of the 'with age' 
response could be made, a sepsirate experiment was set up i n a smaller 
growth chamber, to observe the effect of calcium concentration on 
germination and seedling establishment. Seeds of the two species 
were allowed to germinate on vermiculite, saturated with the culture 
solutions used above. 
39. 
RESULTS. 
Experiment 2, a. Performance of t i l l e r s of different ages, 
(TABLES 9 & 10; FIGURES 10 - 12)) 
When removed from the gEowth chamber at the end of 
the experiment, a l l plants were weighed fresh, then dried to constant 
weighty F i n a l l e a f length and root length of a l l plants were measured, 
and the r a t i o of f i n a l f r esh weight to f i n a l dry weight at K each 
calcium concentration was calculated* 
There was great variation i n the f i n a l fresh weights 
and l e a f lengths between plants at any one calcium concentration, 
(Greater v a r i a b i l i t y resulted from the use of t i l l e r s than was anticipated, ) 
Seeds were not used i n the major experiements because of :-
( i ) d i f f i c u l t y of germination, and. 
( i i ) plants grovm from seed took a long time to reach a suitable 
s i z e to prDvide s u f f i c i e n t material for chemical analysis. 
Carex panicea. 
(a) Fresh weight, (FIGtffiE 10.) 
Performance of the plants from the acid s i t e showed 
an increase from the 0 ,5 p,p,m, to the 10 p,p,m, external calcium, 
and then a gradual decrease at each successively higher calcium 
concentration u n t i l i n the 500 p.p.m, solution, the f i n a l fresh 
weight was very low and, i n most cases, the plants were dead. 
With plants collected i n the autumn tefore the experiment was set 
up, the shape of the graph obtained for both young and old t i l l e r s 
was s i m i l a r , indicating that the original age of the t i l l e r s had 
not made any appreciable difference to their performance. The plants 
collected a year e a r l i e r and kept i n the greenhouse u n t i l required, 
gave a sim i l a r graph for the larger t i l l e r s as before, but the perform-
ance of the younger t i l l e r s was rather e i r a t i c * 
T i l l e r s of plants collected from the more calcium-
r i c h t r a n s i t i o n mire habitat behaved differently from those from 
the a c i d moorland s i t e , i n that thgy had a much higher f i n a l fresh 
weight at lower calcium concentrations, with decrease i n the f i n a l 
f r e s h weight above 5 p,p,ni. calcium. Both young and old t i l l e r s 
responded s i m i l a r l y except that the younger t i l l e r s did not decrease 
i n f r e s h weight u n t i l the calcium concentration exceeded 10 p.p,m,. 
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(b) Dry weight, (FIGURE 10 . ) 
I n general, the f i n a l dry weights of these plants 
tended to follow the pattern of the f i n a l f r esh weights but to a 
l e s s e r degree* As f j j i a l fresh weight increased, so did the dry weight 
but not always i n the same proportion as i s shoro by the fresh weight/ 
dry weight r a t i o , 
(c) Leaf length, (FIGURE 11 , ) 
The f i n a l lengths of the leaves of any one species 
from a l l treatments was about the same, apparently unaffected by 
calcium concentration, (There was, however, signs of chlorosis 
i n plants grown i n the very high and very low calcium concentrations.) 
(d) Fresh weight/dry weight r a t i o , (FIGURE 12.) 
I n Carex panicea frcm the acid moorland s i t e , t h i s 
r a t i o was maintained at up to an external calcium concentration 
of 20 p.p.m. afte r which i t decreased at each higher calcium l e v e l . 
The r a t i o obtained for C, panicea plants from the t r a n s i t i o n mire 
decreased above 5 P*P«iiu calcium. 
Carex f l a c c a , 
(a) Fresh weight, (FIGOKE 10 . ) 
Plants collected from the trainsition mire s i t e 
exhibited a much greater response to increasing calcium concentration 
than those from the limestone grassland. Older t i l l e r s from the 
former s i t e maintained a high f i n a l fresh vreight between calcium 
concentrations 10 to 200 p,p.m,, with a sharp drop i n fresh weight 
at the 500 p,p,m, calcium. This large increase was not so pronounced 
i n the younger t i l l e r s , i n irtiich there was a more gradual increase 
i n f r e s h weight from the 0,5 to the 20 p,p,m, calcium, and then a 
gradual decrease at subsequent higher concentrations. Plants from 
the limestone grassland s i t e reached t h e i r maximum fresh weight 
at 20 p,p,m,, and then dropped to a much lower weight i n each succeeding 
calcium concentration, no plants surviving i n the 500 p,p,m, solution. 
The younger t i l l e r s of C, flaoca from the limestone grassland s i t e 
behaved worse than any^ of the other plants of oither species i n any 
of the treatments* Only a few plants survived i n certain treatments 
and from the r e s u l t s obtained i t was nok possible to detect any di s t i n c t 
differences i n performance due to variation i n calcium l e v e l . No 
Plants from t h i s c o l l e c t i o n survived i n calcium solutions containing 
more than 50 p.p.m. caloium. 
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(b) Dry weight, (FIGURE 10 , ) 
As i n the case of C, panicea. the f i n a l dry weights 
tended to follow increases and/or decreases i n f i n a l fresh weight, 
but were not i n proportion to them* 
(e) Leaf length, (FIGURE 11 . ) 
As before, these r e s u l t s were rather inconclusive, 
although the lengths of the leaves of older plants from the 
limestone grassland s i t e were greater than the f i n a l leaf lengths 
of the younger t i l l e r s from the same s i t e at each calcium concentration. 
These older t i l l e r s also showed an increase i n length between 0 ,5 
and 20 p.p.m, calcium, and a gradual decrease at higher calcium 
concentrations, 
(d) Fresh weight/diy weight r a t i o , (FIGURE 12.) 
I n C, f l a c c a . t h i s r a t i o showed more variation than 
was evident f o r C. panicea* With C, panicea from Sunbiggin Tam^ 
the r a t i o increased fromi 0 ,5 to 10 p,p,m* calcium, reaching a value 
FIGURE 10» 
Experiment 2,a* ~ 
Fresh weight and dry weight data. 
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FIGURE 11, 
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of about 7 for both younger and older t i l l e r s . Above t h i s concentration, 
there was a drop i n the r a t i o to about 2,5 at higher calcium l e v e l s . 
The same pattern prevailed f o r G» f l a c c a from Caasop, except that 
the decrease i n the r a t i o did not occur u n t i l the calcium concentration 
exceeded 20 p,p»m. 
(e) Chemical analysis of plants from Experiment 2,a» 
The leaves of plants from each treatment were bulked 
together and analysed to determine whether, over the increased range 
of calcium concantrations there were any differences i n the content 
of calcium, potassium and magnesium, these being three of the major 
elements l i a b l e to exhibit variation under the conditions of the 
culture experiments : calcium, because t h i s was the element which 
was varied i n the p r i n c i p a l experiment; potassium, because of the 
large quantities of t h i s element previously defected i n these plants, 
and a l s o because i t was varied i n concentration i n the subsidiary 
experiment; and magnesium, because of i t s importent role as a constitu-
ent element of chlorophyll. 
The a n a l y t i c a l r e s u l t s vrere calculated as milligrams 
of each element i n 10 grams of oven-dried plant material, and also 
45. 
as milligrams per 100 plants. Because of the large number of analyses 
involved r e p l i c a t e analyses were not carried out on every sample, 
but duplicate determinations were carried out on several different 
samples to find out the degree of variation which was l i k e l y to 
occur (TABLE 111). The techniques used i n the plant analysis procedure 
are described i n APPENDIX 3 , and the r e s u l t s , which are detailed i n 
f u l l i n TABLE 10, are summarised i n FIGURES 13 and 14 (for calcium)* 
I t was necessary to express the chemical analysis 
r e s u l t s both on a percentage and on a t o t a l basis for the following 
reasons 
1I» The percentage approach enables the r e l a t i v e concentrations 
of any one element to be determined i n different plants or plant 
organs, grown on different nutrient solutions or collected from 
the f i e l d at different times of the year* 
2, The t o t a l basis indicates the exact l e v e l of any elementK under 
similar conditions to those l i s t e d above* This l a t t e r approach 
i s unaffected by ythat may be referred to as the 'dilution e f f e c t ' 
of growth of the plant* During the active growth phases i n a 
plant's l i f e cycle dry weight increase may exceed increased 
absorption of nutrients from the substrate so that the same 
46. 
pro^rtion of chemical elements per unit dry weight of plant material 
as before i s not maintained* The consequence of t h i s i s that although 
the t o t a l l e v e l of any one element may continue to increase during 
these growth phases, r e s u l t s calculated on a percentage basis indicate 
a decrease* This, however, i s not a r e a l decrease ( l o s s ) , but an 
apparent one due to t h i s 'dilution effect'. 
Most of the e a r l i e r work, on the chemical composition 
of plant material expressed the concentrations of the various elements 
on a percentage dry weight basis, which produced a f i ^ e interpretation 
of how the plant was actually reacting to the nutrients available to i t . 
Authors who have based interpretation on a percentage 
basis only include : RIPPEL. (192?); JANSSEN & BARTH0L0ME7/. (1929) J 
PENSTQN. (1931); FAGAN & WATKENS, (1932); McHARGPE & ROY., ( l932) ; 
RICHARDSON, (1932); THOMAS & TRINDER. (1947)» Those who have stressed 
the necessity for a t o t a l per plant approach include : SAMPSON & 




As i n Experiment 1* t h i s was the element presB3b± i n great-
est quantity i n the plant t i s s u e s (between 200 and 350 milligrams 
per 10 grams dry plant material)* No sharp increase i n the 
percentage potassium content of the plants, from the lowest M. 
external calcitom concentration to the next higher one was detected, 
and t h i s might have been due to the fact that, i n t h i s case, the 
culture solution with the lowest calcium concentration contained 
0*5 p.p.n. calcium, vrtiereas, i n the previous experiment no calcium 
at a l l was added (PAGE 30 ) . 
With C, panicea from Cassop there was a suggestion 
that potassium was being l o s t from the plants as the external 
concentration of calcium increased, but, i n the case of plants collected 
from the acid s i t e , no d i s t i n c t pattern emerged* 
Calcium* 
Calcium was the element whfch showed the greatest 
va r i a t i o n and t h i s was where the r e s u l t s of this experiment differed 
from the previous one* With increasing external calcium concentrations 
there was a very marked increase i n the movefltBnt of calcium into 
48; 
the plants. I n Experiment 1* the highest calcium concentration 
used was 50 p,p,m,,It was only above t h i s concentration that there 
was a marked in f l u x of calcium i n the second experiment. 
Magnesium, 
Magnesium, on the whole, remained constant throughout 
the complete range of calcium concentrations, ly i n g between 20 and 
50 milligrams per 10 gn. dry plant* 
I n every s e r i e s of chemical analyses, control f l a s k s 
were included to check for possible contamination duMng the digestion 
and analysis procedure. These f l a s k s KBZE contained no plant material 
but the reagents were added as i n the normal technique. These controls 
then underwent the usual processes of digestion, f i l t r a t i o n , dilution 
and analysis* I n the cases of calcium, potassium and magnesium 
there was no evidence of contamination, but i n a l l control f l a s k s 
sodium gave a s u f f i c i e n t l y high reading to cast doubts on the sodiumi 
values obtained for the plant material (TABLE 6 ) . I n view of t h i s 
the sodium r e s u l t s were discarded. 
PIGUEE 113, 
Experiment 2,a, -
Calcium content of Carex panicea leaves* 
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Calcium content of Carex f l a c c a leaves. 
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49» 
Garex panicea from gassop- (TABLES 9 & 10) 
1» PeTCentage potassium content decreased from 300 to 190 mg./lO gm, 
i n the younger t i l l e r s , and from 300 to 215 mg./lO gnu i n the 
older t i l l e r s . The t o t a l potassium per 100 plants decreased fran. 
3 mg, to 2 mg, i n the younger t i l l e r s and from 7 nig, to 2,5 mg, 
i n the older t i l l e r s * 
2, Magnesium content was betyreen 30 and 2JJO mg»/lO gm, i n the 
young t i l l e r s and between 25 and ijjQ mg,/lO gm, i n the older 
t i l l e r s . The to t a l magnesium content per 100 plants exhibited 
very l i t t l e variation, remaining almost constant throughout, 
3* I n the very young t i l l e r s calcium content increased gradually 
from 3 to 50 mg,/lO gm, dry weight over the concentration range 
(FIGURE 1 3 ) . (No plants survived i n any of the treatments containp-
ing more than 50 p,p,m, calcium,) The actual increase per 
100 plants was smaller, from 3 tp 39 mg,. I n plants grown from 
older t i l l e r s the calcium concentration remained steady at about 
10-12 mg,/lO gm, up to an external conamtration of 20 p,p,m» 
calcium, and then showed a rapid increase i n percentage content 
up to 195 ing,/lO gm, at 100 p,p,m, calcium i n the culture solution. 
50. 
This increase i n percentage calcium content was mirrored by a corres-
ponding increase i n actual calcium content per 100 plants \riaich 
rose from 8 to 242 mg,» 
Carex panioea from Sunbiggin Tam» 
1» The concentration of potassium i n plants collected i n 1963, 
and kept i n a greenhouse u n t i l used was very e r r a t i c , fluctuating; 
w i l d l y between successive external calcium concentrations. 
I n the plants collected i n 1964 potassium content tended to 
r i s e from the lowest external calcium concentration and then 
f e l l again from about 20 p«p»m, at each successively higher 
concentration. 
2, Magnesium content of plants changed very l i t t l e throughout 
the experiment, 
3 , Calcium content increased as external calcium concentration 
was raised, especially at the higher concentrations* This 
increase i n percentage calcium content was gradual i n both 
young and old t i l l e r s from plants collected i n 1963]^ and 
1964 up to about 50 p.p.m. external calcium, and then a much 
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greater increase took place above 100 p.p.m,. No plants from these 
s i t e s survived i n the 500 p.p.m, calcium treatment. Similar r e s u l t s 
were obtained on a t o t a l b a s i s . 
Carex f l a c c a . (TABLES 9 & 10) 
The r e s u l t s of chemical analysis of C. f l a c c a plants followed the 
same type of pattern as was shown by C. panicea. except that C. fl a c c a 
plants survived i n the highest calcium concentration used, 
1i. I n a l l cases potassium exceeded a l l the other elements analysed 
i n percentage concentration* (Except i n older t i l l e r s of C. f l a c c a 
from Cassop i n the 200 p*p,m. external calcium.) 
2, Magnesium remained f a i r l y uniform throughout, 
3. Calcium also shoKd^ s i m i l a r trends to those i n C» panicea. 
I n t i l l e r s collected from the limestone grassland s i t e , calcium 
content showed a marked increase i n external solutions containing 
50 p,p,m, calcium and above. This increase occurred i n both 
young and old t i l l e r s . 
52, 
Older t i l l e r s from the t r a n s i t i o n mire increased i n internal 
calcium from about 50 p,p,m, external calcium, but i n younger 
t i l l e r s , the large increase did not occur u n t i l the external 
concentration exceeded 100 p.p.m,. This might suggest that 
the younger t i l l e r s from t h i s l a t t e r s i t e exerted a greater 
'buffering action' against excessive calcium (external) 
concentration than older plants. 
I t should be noted that young t i l l e r s from the 
limestone grassland s i t e did not survive i n culture solutions 
containing more than 50 p.p.m, calcium. This i s not thought 
to be due to an intolerance of external calcium but to an i n a b i l i t y 
of these t i l l e r s , collected from a r e l a t i v e l y dry habitat to 
survive successfully i n solution culture, where conditions may 
be adverse. 
53. 
Experiment 2,b, Germination Experiment, 
Since the percentage germination of Carex panicea 
was very low s u f f i c i e n t material for analysis was obtained only 
f o r C. f l a c c a . 
Root and l e a f weight data are given i n TABLE 12, 
Chemical analysis r e s u l t s are detailed i n TABLE 13 and the calcium 
r e s u l t s are shown graphically i n FIGURE 15, 
1i. Potassium content was again high compared to the other elements, 
and, as before, there was no regular pattern of variation 
with change i n the external calcium concentration. 
2. Magnesium content remained more or l e s s constant. 
3 , Calcium content of the seedlings increased rapidly ^ e n the external 
calcium concentration exceeded 50 p.p.m*. 
FIGURE 15. 
Experiment 2,b, -
Change i n calcium content of developing seedlings* 
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 2, 
1, Both species are indifferent to varying calcium concentration 
i n the external solution up to 20 p.p.m,, 
2 , Above 20 p,p,m» calcium i s accumulated i n increasing amounts 
as the external calcium concentration i s raised, u n t i l the plants 
can no longer tolerate the high calcium concentrations and die, 
(This happens to t i l l e r s of both ages and to developing seedlings) 
3, Potassivun was the element present i n greatest concentration 
i n the leaves of these two species. No distin c t pattern of 
potassium variation with changing external calcium concentration 
was detected except i n C. panicea t i l l e r s collected from the 
tr a n s i t i o n mire. 
4 , Performance was not affected by the original age of the t i l l e r s , 
(But see previous comment on C. f l a c c a from the limestone grass-
land s i t e . ) 
5, Iieaf length was not influenced by external calcium concentration. 
55. 
6* Calcium showed considerable variation i n the leaves of these 
plants es p e c i a l l y when the external concentration of calcium 
exceeded 30 p.p.m.. 
7. No evidence was found of variation of internal magoesium content. 
56. 
EXPERIMENT 3 . \iRRIATION OF EXTERNAL POTASSIUM CONCENTRATION. 
Because of the very high amounts of potassium present 
i n a l l of the plant material analysed, i t was thought probable these 
two Carex species either require f a i r l y large quantities of potassium, 
( i . e . they would grow only on s o i l s which have a high exchangeable 
potassium content), or else they would be extremely e f f i c i e n t i n the 
uptake of the r e l a t i v e l y small amounts of potassium available to plant 
roots i n the substrate* Analysis of the s o i l s from which these 
two species were collected i n the f i e l d , i n most cases, showed low 
exchangeable potassium content (TABLE 39) . 
The following experiment was designed to t e s t the 
performance of C. f l a c c a and C. panicea i n culture solutions i n which 
potassium was varied over a low concentration range, and i n which 
calcium was maintained at a low l e v e l . The range of potassium 
concentrations chosen was 0 . 5 , LO, 2 .5 , 5*0 and 10.0 p.p,m.. 
Calcium was maintained at the low concentration of 2.5 p.p.m. i n 
a l l cases. The exact composition of these culture solutions i s given 
i n AEFOT)IX 2 . 
57. 
RESULTS. 
Fresh weight and dry weight data for t h i s experiment 
are given i n TABLE 14, There was no correlation between increasing 
potassium concentration and f i n a l f r esh or dry weight. 
Chemical analysis r e s u l t s are given i n TABLE 15 
and the data for potassium content i s axmmarised i n FIGURES 16 & 17, 
I t can be seen that very low potassium concentration 
i n the culture solution resulted i n a correspondingly low potassium 
content i n the plants (on a percentage and t o t a l b a s i s ) . At each 
successively higher external potassium concentration a higher percentage 
of potassium was found i n the plants. I n the highest potassium 
concentration used (10 p.p.m,), the amount of potassium present 
i n the plants at the termination of the experiment was equal to the 
greatest amount detected i n plants from any previous experiment 
i n which potassium had been supplied i n much greater quantity. I n 
f a c t , even at the 11 p,p.m, potassium l e v e l i n the external solution, 
there was as much potassium i n the plants as had been detected i n 
some of the plants from other experiments. These plants must, 
therefore, be extremely e f f i c i e n t i n absorbing potassium even when 
i t i s present i n low concentration. 
58. 
The graphs of t o t a l potassium content per 100 plants 
against potassium concentration i n the culture solutions, although 
not so regular as those obtained for percentage content,, show the 
same kind of increase i n the plants* 
Also i n t h i s experiment, calcium l e v e l s i n the plants 
decreased as external potassium was raised ( f a l l i n g from 6 to 
2 mg , / l0 gm* i n most cases and from 10 to 2 mg./lO gm, i n one 
ins t a j i c e ) . There was also evidence to suggest that internal magnesium 
content decreased as external potassium was increased. 
PIGUEE 16, 
Experiment 3» -
Change i n internal potassium content 
of Carex panicea with increase of 
potassium i n the culture solution. 
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FIGDRE 17, 
Experijient 3» •* 
Change i n i n t e r n a l potassium content 
of Carex flacca with increase of 
potassium i n the culture solution. 
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Summary of Experiment 3, 
1, Percentage potassium content increased from the lowest external 
potassium concentration to the highest, 
2* Calcium content of the plants tended to decrease fran i t s o r i g i n a l 
low value to an even lower one as external potassadm 
concentration was raised, 
3. Fresh weight and dry weight data showed no pattern of variation 
w i t h variation i n the external potassium concentration. 
PART I I I , 
NUTRIENT DYNIMICS 
60. 
The object of t h i s part of the investigation was t o 
determine the levels of each of the major elements calcium, potassium, 
magnesium,, sodium and phosphorus i n the tissues of Carex flacca and 
Carex panicea under d i f f e r e n t environmental conditions i n the f i e l d , 
and to determine whether or not the amounts of these nutrients 
varied over the two-year growth period* I t was also intended to 
study the p o s s i b i l i t y of nutrient cycling wi t h i n the two species. 
61, 
Methods, 
(a) Increment croppi^» 
Plants of both species were cropped from three 
l o c a l i t i e s over one growing period. The f i e l d stations vihlch. gave 
a range of calcium-rich to calcium-deficient habitats at both high 
and low a l t i t u d e were Cassop Vale^ Co, Durham; Sand Sike«, Uppor 
Teesdale, Co, Durham; and Tarn Moor, Sunbiggin Tarn, Westmorland^ 
A b r i e f description of these sites i s given i n APPENDIX k*, ZSkK 
Plants were collected from a l l three sites on the 
same day, at f o r t n i g h t l y i n t e r v a l s , over the active growing and flowering 
period, from A p r i l u n t i l the end dtf July, and at less frequent intervals 
over the rest of the year, Yfhole plants were removed from, the s o i l 
by means of a trowel, and transported to the labotatory i n polythene 
bags* The plants were washed with tap water to remove adhering s o i l 
(or stored overnight i n a cold room i f separation could not be carried 
out immediately). The plants were then separated into the various 
parts; roots, rhizomes, dead t i l l e r s , young t i l l e r s , older t i l l e r s 
and flowering or f r u i t i n g stems. Each group of plant parts was 
62. 
rinsed i n d i s t i l l e d water, surface-<3ried, weighed, placed i n paper 
packets, dried to constant weight and stored p r i o r to chemical analysis. 
Measurements were made of the fresh and dry weights 
of plants of both species at each collecting period and from the data 
obtained growth curves were constructed. 
(b) Additional chemical analyses. 
Plants from a stock collection kept i n a greenhouse 
f o r several months were used i n t h i s investigation. These plants 
were separated i n t o young t i l l e r s , mature t i l l e r s , roots and rhizomes 
as before. I n addition, dead leaves were removed from some of the 
mature t i l l e r s , the remaining leaves of \rtiich were divided i n t o dead 
leaf t i p s , photosynthetic laminas and colourless leaf sheathes. 
A l l of these fractions were analysed separately. This procedure was 
carried out t o obtain a picture of the r e l a t i v e d i s t r i b u t i o n of each 
element w i t h i n the plant i n more d e t a i l . 
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RESULTS. 
(a) Increment cropping, 
1, Growth curves. 
Detailed results are given i n TABLE 16, and these are 
summarised i n FIGURE 18,, As expected they a l l show the same growth 
pattern d i f f e r i n g i n absolute values only. I t can be seen fran these 
graphs that although the two species are perennials, the growth curves 
bear out the supposition that individual t i l l e r s act as biennials, 
having two d i s t i n c t growth phases with a resting period over the 
intervening winter. The most active growth period i s between May and 
August i n the f i r s t year, and between May and the end of Jxme i n the 
second year. After flowering, the plants lose weight as they die back. 
At a l l sitesK Carex flacca shows an i n i t i a l growth 
phase i n the f i r s t year, maintains t h i s level over winter, and then 
increases f u r t h e r i n dry weight during the second year. Performance 
assessed as dry weight i s greatest i n the n u t r i e n t - r i c h Csissop s i t e * 
Performance i s rather poorer i n the t r a n s i t i o n mire s i t e at Sunbiggin 
Tarn, and i s lowest i n plants from the Sand Sike s i t e . However, 
plants from a l l three sites show the two d i s t i n c t growth pulses, 
Carex panicea, on the other hand, does not have 
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exactly the same type of growth pulse as C, flacca,, During the f i r s t 
year t i l l e r s increase i n dry weight but they lose some of t h i s during 
the f i r s t winter. The following year they regain t h i s ' l o s t ' weight 
but plants from Sunbiggin Tarn and Sand Sike do not increase i n dry 
weight beyond the maximum value reached i n the f i r s t year. Plants 
from Cassop do show a marked second growth pulse, 
2, Chemical analysis, (FIGURES 19 & 20; TABLES 17 & 18,) 
As with the chemical analysis results of plants from 
the culture experiments^the chemical analysis data, f o r the f i e l d 
material was expressed as a percentage of unit weight of dry plant 
material and as an absolute quantity per 100 plants. 
The increases i n dry weight mentioned above are 
paralleled by uptake of calcium, potassium, magnesium, sodium and 
phosphorus i n t o the maturing plants. Sodium analysis was discontinued 
f o r the reasons given e a r l i e r . Phosphorus was determined i n samples 
collected at the beginning of the investigation, HoKever, as the 
study progressed i t was not possible to keep pace with phosphorus 
determination on every sample and consequently analysis of t h i s element 
was discontinued also. Of the remaining elements calcium and potassium 
shooed the most marked variations i n concentration over the growing 
period and the data obtained f o r these w i l l be presented i n greater d e t a i l . 
65. 
Calcium 
I t can be seen from. FIGURE 19, that calcium, expressed 
as t o t a l per plant i s very low at the beginning of the f i r s t year's 
growing period, maintains a low value u n t i l May and then, coincident 
with the active growth phase, both species absorb more calcium, p 
presumably, t o keep pace with the amount required f o r increased c e l l -
w a l l formation. Subsequently, the t o i t a l calcium content shows a 
large increase frani August, a f t e r which both additional growth and 
increase i n calcium content stop during the winter. Percentage calcium 
also increases over t h i s period, but the results are more va^ble. 
There i s a f u r t h e r increase i n t o t a l and percentage calcium during 
the second growth phase, continuing u n t i l the seeds set, about July -
August, 
Potassium, 
The potassium content of Carex panicea £ind C, flacca 
shows considerable variation over the growing period. Percentage 
potassium content i s high i n the young plants (between 200 and 300 
mg,/lO gm, dry weight) and shows an increase at each succeeding collection 
period, reaching a peak about May, and, thereafter, decreasing consistently 
over the rest of the year» Analysis of mature t i l l e r s indicates 
that they have a percentage potassium content at the beginning of 
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the second growth phase equal to that present i n the young t i l l e r s 
at the end of the f i r s t year. There i s a sli g h t rise i n percentage 
potassium coinciding with the advent of the second growth phase 
( p r i o r t o flowering), and then i t f a l l s t o a very low l e v e l a f t e r 
flowering and death of the plant (as low as 10 ma/lO gn» dry weight). 
The trend of absolute potassium content d i f f e r s from that f o r the 
r e l a t i v e values. I n developing t i l l e r s fota.1 potassium i s very low, 
but percentage content i s high, indicating that these very young 
shoots have a high concentration of potassium i n small dry weight, 
Carex flacoa always shows a pulse of potassium uptake with each 
growth pulse, both at Sunbiggin Tarn where exchangeable potassium i n 
the s o i l i s low and at Cassop where i t i s much higher (TABLE 21), 
Carex panicea,on the other hand, seems to absorb potassium mainly 
during the f i r s t growth phase and thereafter maintains t h i s l e v e l , 
exhibiting no regular bimodal cycle of either growth or potassium 
uptake. 
Potassium, calculated on a t o t a l K per plant basis, 
reveals the d i f f i c u l t y of interpreting the results of the percentage 
content of chemical elements i n these plants. While percentage 
potassium content i s at i t s highest i n very young t i l l e r s , ( i n which 
one presumes there i s much metabolic a c t i v i t y ) t o t a l potassium per 
plant i s at i t s lowest; and, whereas, percentage potassium decreases 
67. 
as the t i l l e r ages and increases i n size, t o t a l potassium increases 
u n t i l flowering, and then f a l l s rapidly. There i s , however, evidence 
of a yearly rhythm, i n t o t a l potassium content, since the graphs 
indicate a decrease at the end of the f i r s t growth phase and an increase 
again i n the second year p r i o r to flowering. 
Prom the analysis results of t i l l e r s and mature 
plants i t can be seen that there i s a pattern of nutrient increase 
and decrease (and deereaae) throughout the year i n the case of calcium 
and potassium. Neither magnesium, sodium nor phosphorus show any 
marked f l u c t u a t i o n on a percentage basisj they tended, f o r the most 
part, to remain w i t h i n narrow l i m i t s f o r each cropping s i t e . Magnesium 
content i s much higher i n plants cropped from the magnesian limestone 
s i t e at Cassop. 
Analysis results f o r roots and rhizomes proved to 
be rather inconclusive. I t i s impossible to caloilate the amount 
of each element i n a single root BQC system or rhizome because of 
the d i f f i c u l t y of removing complete root systems from the s o i l and 
also because of the i r r e g u l a r i t y of rhizome lengths. On a percentage 
basis, the levels of a l l the elements analysed f o r , remained ratherr 
constant and no pattern of variation over the year i s evident. 
The results of root and rhizome analyses have not 
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Nutrient dynamics -
•^feriation i n calcium content over 





"feriation i n potassium content over 
the growing period. 
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("b) Additional chemical analyse^ 
The results are summarised i n TABLE 20,, from which 
can be seen the large differences i n the concentrations of calcium 
and potassium, and to a lesser extent, magnesium, that eajKist between 
adjacent parts of the same plant, and even of the same leaf* 
As an example, chemical analysis data f o r 
Carex panicea from Cassop wil l b e used. A l l results are expressed 
onK a percentage basis. 
1, The plant as a whole. (FIGURE 21.) 
Calcium 
Calcium content i s lowest i n the roots, rhizomes 
and young t i l l e r s . I t i s highest i n mature t i l l e r s . When the dead 
leaves «are removed from mature t i l l e r s and analysed separately 
from the photosynthetic parts, calcium i s found to be very high i n 
the dead leaves, and very low i n the remaining photosynthetic parts. 
Potassium 
Potassium, on the other hand, i s lowest i n the 
dead leaves and highest i n the developing t i l l e r s . I t i s also 
high i n the photosynthetic parts of the mature t i l l e r s . 
69. 
Maggesium. 
Magnesium does not vary so much i n concentration 
as either calcium or potassium, but i t appears to be higheB* i n the 
mature t i l l e r s than i n the roots,rhizomes or young t i l l e r s * 
Rather surprisingly, a higher percentage magnesium content i s detected 
i n the dead leaves than i n the photosynthetic parts of the mature 
t i U e r s . 
2, Leaves, (FIGURE 22.) 
Analysis of four leaf fractions, sheaths, lower 
photosynthetic lamina, upper photosynthetic lamina and dead t i p s 
show that calcium increases from a very low concentration i n the 
sheaths to a very high l e v e l i n the dead t i p s . Potassium i s lowest 
i n the dead t i p s and sheaths, and highest i n the upper portion of 
the lamina adjacent to the dead t i p s . Magnesium i s also highest 
i n the upper lamina, and lowest i n the sheaths. 
From these results i t i s obvious that great care 
must be taken i n the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of results obtained by chemical 
analyses of whole plants, or even whole leaves. The average values 
70, 
thus obtained w i l l be e n t i r e l y dependent on the pro^rtion of l i v i n g 
t o dead material i n the sample* 
FIGURE 21, 
Chemical analysis of different organs 
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FIGURE 22, 
Chemical analysis of different parts 
of individual leaves of Carex panicea, 
(results are expressed as mg./10gm, 
dry plant material.) 
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"Plow diagrams^ have been constructed to represent 
the levels of calcium, potassium and magnesium: present i n Carex 
panicea and G, flacca plants at different stages of development 
over the two year growth cycle. The stages of development which 
were chosen f o r the various compartments of these diagrams were 
selected subjectively, but they are comparaVle f o r each species 
and element. 
These stages are :-
A, F i r s t year t i l l e r - maximum value of each element at the end 
of the f i r s t year's growth phase, 
B» Mature plarat; — maximum value immediately before flowering, 
€^ Dead plant - lowest value detected a f t e r f r u i t i n g , 
Bw Very young t i l l e r s - content at youngest obtainable stage. 
72; 
B; F r u i t i n g stem - maximum content, 
F ; See;d - content per seed* 
Because of the different habitat conditions prevailing 
set each c o l l e c t i n g s i t e , plants matured and flowered at differenEb 
times, and, consequently, norastandard collecting date could be selected 
as a reference f o r the nutrient dynamics diagram data, FIGURE 23, 
summarises the l i f e cycle of these two species and appropriate 
values for calcium, potassium and magnesium have been substituted 
F/GURES 24*25 
at each stage»^ From the difference i n these values between adjacent 
stages, c e r t a i n tentative suggestions can be made about the supply 
and d i s t r i b u t i o n of these three major elements* The diagrams do 
not represent an exact picture since formation of new t i l l e r s and 
flowering stems i s not an abrupt occurrence as depicted, but p a r a l l e l s 
the growth and nutrient absorption of the parent plant over a considerable 
period of time* A l l values l i s t e d i n these diagrams r e f e r to the 
average content of calcium, potassium or magnesium of 100 plants, 
t i l l e r s , flowering stems or seeds as the case may be» SQmsEXBidEZZBat 
lotdlgstjDdaajat Because of the d i f f i c t i l t y of expressing the chemical 
analysis r e s u l t s of roots and rhizomes on a t o t a l basis these nutrient 
FIGURE 23, 
















Nutrient dynamics flow diagram -
Carex flaooiu 
(values expressed as mg,/lOO plants.) 
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Nutrient dynamics flow diagram -
Carex psmicea, 
(values expressed as mg,/lOO plants.) 
In the case of plants from Cassop 
the maximum values of the mature t i l l e r s 
were not reached immediately before 
flowering but occurred later. An 
additional stage haS been incorporated 
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7 3 . 
Budgets have beeni presented for the above-ground parts of these 
plants only (plus newly emergent t i l l e r s ) * 
Potassium* 
On the wiiole, the amount of potassium i n the f r u i t i n g 
stems corresponds to the potassium content per seed times the average 
.number of seeds per plant* The potassium content per seed i s relatively 
low, a factor which could lead to d i f f i c u l t y of seedling establishment 
ajid survival i n areas with potassium deficient soils, or, i n habitats 
i n Tirfiich competition for available potassium i s high. On the other 
hand, the level of potassium i n very young t i l l e r s i s relatively 
high* Analysis of plants from subsequent cropping intervals during 
the growing season show that this value increases consistently as 
the t i l l e r develops. 
A very rough comparison can be made between the 
difference i n potassium content of mature plants before and after 
f r u i t i n g (taking into consideration the potassium level i n the frmiting 
stems),, and the estimated amount of potassium potentially available 
for translocation to developing t i l l e r s . I f one divides this amount 
of potassium by the potassium level detected in the very young t i l l e r s 
a number i s arrived at which could approximate to the maximum possible 
number of t i l l e r s per plant. 
Ik* 
Examples. 
Carex flaoca - Sand Sike. 
Potassium decrease i n mature plants after f r u i t i n g = mg. 
Potassium level i n very young t i l l e r s = 20 mg. 
The decrease could supply enough potassiiun for 2 t i l l e r s of this age. 
Average number of t i l l e r s observed i n the f i e l d = 2. 
Carex flacca •» Sunbiggin Tarn. 
Potassium decrease =150 mg, 
level i n young t i l l e r s = kk mg. 
decrease i s sufficient to sopply 3-4 t i l l e r s per plant, 
n. 
Average number found i n f i e l d = 2, 
Carex panicea ~ Sand Sike, 
Potassium decrease = 80 mg. 
Level i n young t i l l e r s = ijX) mg. 
Decrease i s sufficient to supply 2 t i l l e r s per plant. 
Average number found i n f i e l d = 2* 
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Carex panicea - Sunbiggin Tarn, 
Potassium decrease = 1 2 0 mg, 
level i n young t i l l e r s = 30 mg. 
Decrease i s sufficient to supply 4 t i l l e r s per plant, ' 
Average number found i n f i e l d = 2 , 
This i s a very crude way of representing nutrient 
flux t h r o u ^ a plant's l i f e cycle, but i t serves to illustrate what 
might be happening i n nature. 
The availability of potassium to the roots of a plant 
may be reflected i n the absolute amount ofl this element detected i n 
the plant i t s e l f , as can be seen from the varying levels of potassium 
found i n the same species collected from different habitats. Thus 
Carex panicea collected fr&m the transition mire site , with a relatively 
large supply of exchangeable potassium,contains a higher concentration 
of potassium i n i t s leaves than Carex panicea from the acid moorlanS. 
site» In this l a t t e r case, few seeds are set and the dead plants 
contain very l i t t l e potassium at a l l . The emergent t i l l e r s from this 
acid site have a relatively high level of potassium and this i s a 
good case for suggesting a 'shunting' mechanism for relaying potassium 
76 . 
to the actively growing parts •vriiere i t i s i n greatest demand. 
I t i s also possible that seed production i s regulated 
by the amount of available potassium i n the plant. The level of 
potassium i n the seeds of plants from the acid site i s similar to that 
i n seeds from the sites richer i n potassium, but the number of seeds 
produced i n the former case i s very much reduced. I t would seem to 
be the case that the vegetative cycle receives preferential 
treatment with respect to available potassium. 
Calcium 
The flow diagrams for calcium differ from those for 
potassium i n that calcium content i s much less than potassium i n the 
very young t i l l e r s and also i n plants at the end of the f i r s t growth 
pulse. Analysis of plants from consecutive cropping intervals reveals 
that this low calcium level i s maintained over the f i r s t 6 or 8 weeks 
and then increases steadily u n t i l i t reaches the f i r s t year maximum. 
This increase corresponds with the time of formation of the root 
systems of the developing t i l l e r s . 
In the cases of Carex flacca from Sunbiggin Tarn 
and C. panicea from Cassop, there i s found to be a considerable 
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difference i n calcium content between the second year peak and that 
detected after f r u i t i n g (60 mg, i n the former and 100 mg. i n the 
l a t t e r ) , % r y l i t t l e of this difference could be accounted for 
by new t i l l e r formation, i n fact, only between 6 and 10 mg, can be 
accounted for i n this way. Assuming 3 -4 t i l l e r s per plant, between 50 
and 90 mg, (per 100 plants) calciiun are unaccounted for and the most 
l i k e l y explanation i s that this amount has been leached from the 
dead leaves and returned to the s o i l . I t was also found that the 
f r u i t i n g stems and seeds contained less calcium tham potassium, and 
germinating seeds would have to absorb almost a l l of their calcium 
requirements directly from the substrate, 
Carex panicea plants from the acid site illustrate 
the situation under conditions of nutrient stress (when one; or 
more elements are probably i n short supply). In this case (for calcium) 
the maximum content of 11 mg,/lOO plants i s reached by the end of 
the f i r s t year, drops to 10 mg, by the end of the second year, and 
decreases further to 7 mg, after f r u i t i n g . The difference of 3 mg, 
can be accounted for, by the amount of calcium present i n the f r u i t i n g 
stem and seeds. The developing t i l l e r s has only 0 , 7 mg,/lOO plants, 
and this increased very slowly with age. 
78 . 
Magnesium 
The trends i n magnesium content over the year are 
similar to those for calcium. The concentration of this element 
i s very low i n the developing t i l l e r s 
79. 
SUMMARY. 
1* The growth curve data shows that although. Carex panicea and 
C. flacca are perennials, individual t i l l e r s act as biennials. 
2. With progressive ageing, percentage potassium content decreases; 
t o t a l potassium increases over the f i r s t year, but f a l l s 
sharply after flowering; both percentage smd tot a l calcium 
content increase steadily over the two year period, but tend 
to decrease after f r u i t i n g . 
3 . Analysis of different plant organs reveals considerable variation 
i n the concentrations of calcium, potassium and magnesium 
between adjacent parts of the same plant* 
li^ As the plants age there appears to be a change i n their physiological 
properties which enables calcium to enter i n greater quantity and 
accumulate prior to death of the plants, and, at the same time, 




The culture experiments basically show :-
1, That both Carex panicea and 8; flacca absorb the elements 
magnesium, potassium and phosphorus very efficiently ejien 
when another essential element, such as calcium, i s present 
i n very low or very high concentration. In both of these 
extremes, plants maintained similar levels of these three 
elements i n their tissues, presimably because they were present 
i n more than adequate supply. 
The reasons for these uptake patterns are not 
altogether clear, but they may be connected with the permeability 
properties of the root cells and with the transport mechanisms 
within plants (EPSTEIN. I961), JENNINGS> (1963), mentions that 
cations (especially calcium) can have a very marked effect upon the 
permeability properties of l i v i n g cells. The 'antagonistic' 
properties of such cations \rtien present i n low concentration i n the 
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medium external to the tissues involved i s well known i n reducing 
the toxic effects of other solutes. VEETS. ( 1 9 4 4 ) , found, for 
excised barley roots, that the absorption of potassium and bromide 
ions from a 5 niM solution of potassium bromide could be increased 
by the presence of calcium ions i n the external medium up to a concentrat-
ion of 22 m.e./litre. (This could help to explain the very low levels 
of potassium detected i n plants from Experiment 1. i n the absence 
of calcium from the c^ture solution.) Above this concentration 
of calcium, there was a decrease i n the uptake of both potassium and 
bromide ions. VEETS. ( l 9 A 4 ) , also found that calcium uptake increased 
with increasing concentration of calcium i n the external solution. 
These results were confirmed by OVERSTEEET ET AL, ( 1 9 5 2 ) , who showed 
further that potassium ions inhibit the uptake of calcium from an 
O.OOO5N calcium chloride solution (i,e. from very low solution concentrat-
ions). There was no evidence of stimulation of calcium uptake over 
the range of potassium concentrations which they used (up to 100 m,e,/ 
l i t r e potassium chloride). This inhibitory effect of potassium on 
calcium uptake i n solutions containing low concentrations of calcitun 
decreose 
could account for the^in calcium content of plants from the potassium 
experiment (Experiment 3.)* 
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2 , Above a certain threshold concentration of external calcium 
(about 50 p.p.m.) uptake of calcium by the plants greatly 
increases, no longer keeping pace with growth of the plant, 
but flooding i n uncontrollably. 
3 , The germination and potassium variation experiments show both 
species to be very efficient i n removing potassium from the 
culture solutions and amaintaining the internal concentration 
at the c r i t i c a l level of 200 mg./lO gm. dry plant material, 
Up»to an(J external calcium ctoicentration of 20 p,p,m* 
i t would appear that Carex panicea and C, flacca absorb only enough 
calcium to keep pace with increase i n dry weight, and they do not 
accuiulate excess from the pool of calcium available to them. They 
exert what may be termed a 'buffering action' against excess calcium, 
madLntaining a balance between what i s available externally and what 
i s required for growth. Above a certain external concentration, 
which, i n these particular experiments is 20 p,p,m, for C, panicea 
and 50 p,p,m, for C. flacca, this buffering property breaks down 
and calcium i s absorbed i n greater quantity. The magnitude of this 
influx of calcivim increases with increasing external calcium 
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concentration u n t i l death of the plant results. 
Since analysis of different plant parts shows that 
calcium i s concentrated i n the dead and dying tissues this could 
be regarded as a 'DEATH REACTION'. Because the levels of the other 
essential elements potassium, phosphorus ajnd magnesium do not change 
significantly i n the calcium experiments i t would seem that calcium 
i s having a direct effect, and i s not acting through an effect on 
some other major ion, i,e, the plants are only under calcium stress 
i n this experiment. In the f i e l d where other essential nutrient 
elements may be i n short supply, calcium stress could produce a much 
greater differential effect between the performance of these species. 
These culture experiments were carried out over a 
period of 12 weeks only, and thiey do not provide an exact comparison 
with f i e l d conditions, but they do give some indication of the possible 
role played by calcium i n , or during, the ageing of these plants. 
In nature, i t i s evident from chemical analysis 
of liamples collected over a period of many months that the calcium 
content remains steady at a low concentration for 2-3 months after 
emergence (which would be about the age of the t i l l e r s used i n the 
culture experiments)J this i s followed by a steady increase i n calcium 
content over the remainder of the two year l i f e span, reaching a peak 
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about the time flowering finishes. Thus, progressive ageing of these 
plants i s associated with a corresponding increase i n calcium content 
u n t i l the plant dies. After reaching this maximum value, calcium 
content decreases as the leaves gradually decay. In the culture 
experiments this 'calcium death effect' has been telescoped into 
12 weeks by applying high calcium concentrations to the roots of these 
plants. This brings about an increase i n uptake and accumulation 
of calcivmi, a process which continues u n t i l the plant dies. 
These observations could have important ecological 
implications i n natxiral plant communities. There i s evidence from 
the culture experiments that Carex flacca and C, panicea exhibit 
different responses to calcium. In C, panicea. accumulation of calcium 
i n the leaves commences at a lower external calcium concentration 
than for C. flacca. In most treatments, C. panicea does not survive 
i n solutions containing more than 200 p,p,m, calcium, and, i n one 
instance, no plants survived above 100 p,p,m, calcium. 
Tolerance of a plant to calcium can be divided into three phases :-
1, The »BIIPFERED' phase, during which the plant maintains a 
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balance between what i s available and what i s actually requirecU 
I f i n s u f f i c i e n t calcium i s available, death results at t h i s 
stage. 
2, The 'INFLUX' phase, commencing above a certain threshold 
l e v e l of calcium, (or a f t e r a certain age of the plant) at 
the onset of which the plant's buffering power i s destroyed 
and calcium i s absorbed i n amounts greater than i s normally 
required f o r healthy groifth, 
3, The 'DEATH' phase, re s u l t i n g i n the death of the plant, or 
part of i t , with subsequent loss of calcium from the tissues 
by leaching. 
Performance of Carex panicea and C. flacca increases 
with increase i n the external calcium concentration u n t i l the i n f l u x 
concentration i s reached, a f t e r which performance decz^ases* 
Presumably d i f f e r e n t species have di f f e r e n t i n f l u x points and death 
phase concentrations, which, i n turn, w i l l give rise to dif f e r e n t 
ecological tolerances. 
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Nutrient d:ynamics and nutrient cycling;. 
There i s evidence frcsn the f i e l d data to suggest 
that the elements potassium and calcium re-cycle i n d i f f e r a u t ways. 
Potassium reaches i t s highest value, or very near to i t , by the 
end of the f i r s t year's growth pulse, and decreases to a much lower 
value a f t e r f r u i t i n g . At the same time, as the potassium le v e l 
f a l l s i n the mature plants, i t i s increasing i n the newly formed 
t i l l e r s , and, also, to a lesser extent, i n the f n x i t i n g stem* I t 
would appear, at least i n the e a r l i e r stages of t i l l e r development, 
u n t i l roots are formed, that potassium i s supplied i n sizeable 
quantities t o the developing t i l l e r s via the parent plant, and i t 
i s possibly being transported from the dying leaves to the meristematic 
regions i n the t i l l e r s , PMSTON. (1931), determined the r e l a t i v e 
concentration of potassium i n di f f e r e n t tissues of tomato by estimating 
the density of cobalt hexanitrite precipitate i n the c e l l s . He found 
that the tissues i n which potassium was concentrated were :-
1 , Apical meristems of roots and shoots, 
2, Outer regions of the cortex, especially i n stems, and to 
a lesser extent i n roots. 
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3 , Phloem, 
4* Active green leaves, 
5. Reproductive organs. 
I n early stages of development, he found that leaves 
had a very dense precipitate i n a l l green c e l l s . I n yellow leaves, 
c e l l s of the mesophyll lost t h e i r potassium and chloroplasts showed 
signs of disintegration, while elements of the vascular bundles 
were f u l l of potassium not yet conducted away. 
Much evidence has accumulated over the last 30 yesirs 
i n d i c a t i n g a decrease i n potassium content of plant leaves with 
progressive maturity, and f o r r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h i s element to 
other parts of the plant: RIPPEL. (1927); JAMES, (1931); 
FAGAU & WATKENS, ( l 9 3 2)j RICHARDSON, ( l 9 3 2)j WAGMER. (1932); 
PETRIE. (1934) ; SAMPSON & SAMISCH. ( l 9 3 5 ) { ULRICH. (1943); 
THOMAS & TRINDER. ( l 9 4 7 ) ; OLSEN. ( l 9 4 8 ) ; BLACKMM & RUTTER, ( l 9 4 9 ) ; 
THOMAS ET AL, (1952) ; GOODMAN & PERKINS, ( l 9 5 9 ) ; ALLEN & PEARSALL. 
( 1 9 6 3 ) . 
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GOODMM & PERKINS. ( l959) , found that i n Eriophorum 
vaginatum potassium was much higher i n l i v i n g tissues than i n dead 
parts, and they suggested that potassium m i ^ t be translocated to 
the roots or to the immediate v i c i n i t y of the roots i n the s o i l as 
the plants died to form a pool of available potassium. Analysis 
of root and rhizome material of C, panicea and C. flacca did not 
reveal any marked changes i n potassium content Aas. corresponding 
t o a loss from the leaves due to possible r e d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
Since potassium appears to be washed out of dead 
or dying leaf material very quickly, (LONG ET AL. 1956; STENLID. 1958j 
TUKEY ET AL, 1958; BHAN ET AL. 1959; TUKEY & MORGAN. 1962; 
TUKEY & TIIKEY. 1962; CARLISLE ET AL. 1965 & 1966.) i t i s possible 
that r e d i s t r i b u t i o n w i t h i n the plant may not be the only mcf 
pathway by ifrtiich potassium can be re-cycled. Some potassium could 
be remooed d i r e c t l y from the above-ground plant parts, to the substrate, 
by the leaching action of rainwater. Potassium would then have to 
be re-absorbed by the plant roots. 
With the analysis of dead and l i v i n g parts of individual 
leaves, i t was not possible t o calculate results on a 'per plant' 
basis, because many leaf parts of varying size had to be bulked f o r 
analysis, but i t i s possible that i n the f i e l d , potassium i s leached 
from leaves immediately they t u r n yellow and commence to die back. 
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However, these analyses were carried out on the leaves of plants 
kept i n a heated greenhouse f o r a considerable period of time and were 
subjected to .accasional watering only, and, consequently, they woizld 
not be exposed to continual leaching. I t i s open to question whether 
t h i s i r r e g u l a r watering would be s u f f i c i e n t t o remove the potassium 
d i r e c t l y from the leaves and further investigation of t h i s possible 
effect w i l l have to be carried out under controlled conditions. 
The difference between the high levels of potassium 
found i n plants and the very low levels of exchangeable potassium 
(ccxnpared with other elements) detected i n many s o i l s , indicates 
that these plants must be very e f f i c i e n t i n removing potassium from 
t h e i r substrates. Even i n the acid Sunbiggin Tarn peat with only 
4 mg, potassium per 100 gm, oven dry peat, the concentration of potassium 
w i t h i n the plants i s s t i l l r e l a t i v e l y high. U n t i l developing t i l l e r s 
produce t h e i r own root systems, which may not be u n t i l several months 
a f t e r emergence, they must be e n t i t e l y dependent upon the parent plant 
f o r t h e i r luxtrient supply. Whether t h i s supply comes from the s o i l 
via the root system of the parent plant, or by translocation from the 
dying leaves i s s t i l l i n doubt» 
Evidence f o r and against translocation of potassium 
from ageing plant organs to developing ones i s not very conclusive. 
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Most work on t h i s aspect has involved estimating potassium as a percent-
age of the dry weight of plant material, and t h i s does not take into 
account fluctuations i n the dry weight due to carbohydrate change, 
and, i n f a c t , what may be i n t e r p r e t w i as a loss of potassium from 
percentage results may disguise an actual increase i n t o t a l potassium 
content* 
On a percentage basis WA(2IER. ( l 9 3 2 ) , MASON & 
MASKELL, (1931) , and RIPPEL. ( l 9 2 7 ) „ have said that potassium accumulates 
i n successive young leaves, and as each leaf ages and f i n a l l y dies 
most of the potassium i s translocated to leaves that are younger and 
situated higher i n the plant, F i n a l l y they suggest that a certain 
amount migrates to the inflorescence, but when most of the leaves 
are senescent, the bulk of potassium i n the plant i s translocated 
from the leaves in t o the stem and passes into the roots, and a portion 
of i t returns to the external medium,. Thejlunply tha^ the la t e r formed 
organs derive t h e i r potassium p a r t l y or wholly from earl i e r formed 
organs. Support f o r t h i s point of view was provided e a r l i e r by 
JANSSEN & BARTHOLOMEW. ( l 9 2 9 ) , who found that i n potassium-starved 
plants potassium appeared t o be transferred and localised i n the 
meristematic and growing parts, and that dead leaves were r e l a t i v e l y 
free of potassium. Later, however, MITCHELL. (1936) , found that 
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i n tree leaves t o t a l potassium increased throughout the year, vihile 
at the same time percentage potassium decreased due to the ' d i l u t i o n 
e f f e c t ' of growth already mentioned. On a t o t a l basis, he found 
that a l l the elements he analysed f o r , increased during the growing 
season and leaves f e l l before any backward loss was detected. 
There i s no direct evidence to support the translocat-
ion theory that could not equally w e l l be explained by direct leaching 
from the plants and re-supply from the root system of established 
parent plants. 
Reasons against r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of potassium withi n these plants :-
1 , High percentage potassium levels on further investigation 
reveal low levels of t o t a l potassium. 
2, No increase i n the percentage potassium contents of the roots 
or rhizomes was detected, 
3, Consistent decrease i n percentage potassium often disguises 
an increase i n t o t a l potassium. 
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k* I n young t i l l e r s , very l i t t l e increase i n t o t a l potassium 
takes place u n t i l a f t e r roots have formed. 
Evidence f o r r e d i s t r i b u t i o n : -
1 , Total potassium decreases a f t e r flowering, 
2, There i s a sharp boundary between high percentage potassium 
i n the l i v i n g parts of the leaves and very low percentage 
potassium contents i n adjacent dead parts, 
3, There i s a s l i g h t decrease i n t o t a l potassium at the end 
of the f i r s t year's growth period, coincident with the 
emergence of new t i l l e r s , 
2f, Newly emergent t i l l e r s have no root system of t h e i r own, 
and must obtain t h e i r nutrient supply from the parent plant. 
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I t i s w e l l e s t a b l i s ^ d that the calcium content 
of plants i s low i n new tissues at the beginning of t h e i r growth, 
and, as the plant organs age, there i s an increase i n t o t a l and 
percentage calcium. Total calcium increases because the plant absorbs 
t h i s element continually throughout i t s l i f e cyale; and percentage, 
because t h i s process of accumulation continues even af t e r the plant 
organs have reached t h e i r maximum' dry weight, so that further increase 
i n t o t a l calciran leads to an increase i n percentage calcium. During 
active leaf growth percentage calcium may remain steady, or even drop , 
as calcium uptake keeps pace with, or lagii behind, increase i n dry 
weight. 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note that i n plants collected 
from regions representing the two extremes of calcium concentration 
i n the f i e l d , there are marked differences i n the calcium contents 
of the plants, Carex panicea collected from the nutrient-deficient 
acid peat at Sunbiggin Tarn contains very l i t t l e calcium, and the 
calcium content does not exhibit any significant seasonal variation 
over the two-year growth cycle* Plants from the calcareous Cassop 
Tfeile s i t e show a very large increase i n calciixm content over the 
l i f e span. Similar results are obtained f o r C, flacca from different 
s i t e s * These results suggest that these two species can absorb 
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large quantities of calcium i f i t i s available, but, when i t i s 
present i n very low concentration, they are not such e f f i c i e n t a 
absorbers and accumulators of t h i s elonent as they are of potassium. 
The re s u l t s of other workers also show t h i s tendency of calcium 
content of plant'yiaterial to increase with age: PAGAN & WATKINS.(l932); 
MoHARGUE & ROY. (1932); SAMPSON & SAMISCH. ( l935) ; MITCHELL. ( l936) ; 
OLSEN. (1948); WILL. (1957); HaTCHARD ET AL. (1964)» 
ALLEN & PEARSALL. ( l963) , found that calcium was 
not withdrawn from the leaves of Phragmites i n the autumn as were 
other major elements, and they suggested that t h i s might have been 
due to the fact that calcium was mainly present i n plant material 
as insoluble pectates of the c e l l walls, and,as such, was immobile and 
unable t o be translocated, 
FETRIE. (1934), analysed tree leaves at diff e r e n t 
times during the growing season. He expressed his results both 
on a percentage and on a t o t a l basis* He found that calcium, as a 
percentage, declined during adolescence. This he explained by the 
fac t that increase i n growth must have exceeded rate of calcium 
uptake. After t h i s period, calcium content increased again, thereafter 
remaining more or less constant. On a t o t a l basis, calcium increased 
u n t i l l a t e senescence and then underwent no appreciable decline. 
He suggested that calcium was much less mobile i n plants than potassium. 
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Calcium accumulated i n the leaves but did not migrate out again 
so that calcium supplies f o r each successively formed organ must be 
derived d i r e c t l y from the external medium. He suggested further 
that the d r i f t i n absolute amounts of both potassium and calcium 
i n i n d i v i d u a l leaves resembled the sit u a t i o n i n the plant as a 
whole and implied that mosjt of the calcium i n the plant was fix e d 
chemically and i r r e v e r s i b l y i n the l i v i n g parts, and that loss of 
calcium was probably prevented by low mobility and continued fixation,. 
I t may be that while leaves are s t i l l l i v i n g and 
attached to the plant, no calcium i s translocated awajt, but af t e r 
death (and f a l l i n the case of trees) calcium reverts to a soluble 
form and i s leached out as the plant material decays, TAMM. (1951), 
however, adds a note of caution about placing too much weight on 
large percentage increases i n calcium content of tree leaves, and 
suggests that such increases may only be apparent and largely due to 
a decrease i n dry weight r e s u l t i n g from carbohydrate loss af t e r 
death. 
I n Carex flacca and C. panicea calcium content decreases 
a f t e r the f r u i t have set and the leaves of the parent plant die. 
This decrease cannot be accounted f o r by the amount of calcium detected 
i n the young t i l l e r s at t h i s time. I t would appear that calcium 
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i s not being 'shunted' in t o the developin^g t i l l e r s (or into the seeds) 
but that the gradual decrease i n calcium content af t e r f r u i t i n g 
represents a direct loss from the dying leaves to the substrate, 
from which subsequent generations must absorb calcium d i r e c t l y . 
I n habitats deficient i n calcium t h i s could lead to serious competition 
eff e c t s * 
I f we regard the sedge t i l l e r as a biennial we 
would expect the following developmental scheme derived from the 
results of the culture experiments and from analysis of different 
parts of plants collected from the f i e l d . 
GROWTH ( l s t . year) 
Uptake of potassium to obtain and 
maintain the optimum l e v e l * 
Buffering against calcivmi. 
DEATH OP PARTS OP THE PLANT^  
Slight decrease i n potassium. 
I n f l u x of calcium i n t o 
dead parts. 
REGROWTH (2nd, year) 
Further upteike of potassium 
to maintain optimum, l e v e l . 
Buffering against calcium 
uptake. 
DEATH OP PLANTS 
Efflux of potassium* 







I t i s possible to postulate an overall scheme of growth and nutrient 
dynamics f o r these two species with respect to potassium and calcium 
(FIGURE 26), The data obtained from chemical analysis of f i e l d material 
supports t h i s scheme i n general (TABLES 17 & 18; FIGURES 27 & 28), 
One major problem remains unsolved. Does calcium cause 
death, or simply flood i n during the process of dying. The culture 
experiments point to the conclusion that calcium i s the cause of death* 
Pefformance decreases at the higher external calcium concentrations; 
calcium floods i n , but a l l other nutrients are present i n the plant tissues 
i n adequate quantity r i g h t up t o the highest external calcium concentrat-
ion at which plants survived. I f the supposition that calcium causes 
death of these plants i s true, then high external calcixim concentration 
i n nature could decrease the performance of a species at either growth 
pulse (by causing early death of plants during the f i r s t growth 
phase, but i t may have more effect upon the second growth pulse 
whwi natural i n f l u x of calcium i s greater)* Consequently Carex 
panicea with i t s lower threshold tolerance would suffer more under 
conditions of high external calcium concentration than would Carex 
flacca, and i t i s possible that the former species could be excluded 
from habitats r i c h i n calcium f o r t h i s reason. 
FIGURE 26 
Theoretical nutrient dynamics and 
growth histogram f o r Carex panicea 
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FIGURE 28, 
Calciun/potass ium histogram - Carex panicea. 
(mg,/lOO p l a n t s . ) 
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CONCLUSIONS. 
Th i s work has proved seve ra l t h i n g s , 
1 , The d i f f i c u l t y o f work ing w i t h g e n e t i c a l l y non-uni form 
m a t e r i a l , a l though the s i m i l a r general t rends obtained 
w i t h each species perhaps i n d i c a t e t h a t one should not be 
too s c e p t i c a l , 
2 , The d i f f i c u l t y o f work ing w i t h species i/jhich cannot be e a s i l y 
grown f r o m seed. However, such species have t o be i n v e s t i g a t e d 
e v e n t u a l l y , and one cannot solve a l l e c o l o g i c a l problems 
by work ing w i t h ' p e r f e c t ' m a t e r i a l . 
3 , I n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f chemical ana lys i s r e s u l t s must be approached 
w i t h the g rea tes t c a u t i o n . Not on ly must analyses be c a r r i e d 
out at each phase of the l i f e c y c l e , but each p a r t , bo th 
dead and a l i v e o f every organ, should be analysed separa te ly 
i f r e s u l t s are t o be mean ing fu l . What i s r e q u i r e d i s a 
complete and d e t a i l e d m i n e r a l balance sheet f o r each stage 
i n the growth cyc le* Th i s would i n v o l v e a tremendous 
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amount o f work and whether or not the r e s u l t s obtained 
would j u s t i f y the e f f o r t i n v o l v e d i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o say 
a t t h i s s tage . 
T h i s work has i n d i c a t e d t h a t the ca lc ium 'DEATH EPEECT' 
might he a f r u i t f u l sphere f o r f u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a t i o m and t h a t 
i t might be h e l p f u l i n e x p l a i n i n g the d i f f e r e n t e c o l o g i c a l 
to le rances o f these two sedges. One way of t a c k l i n g t h i s 
problem would be by c a r e f u l l y planned f e r t i l i s e r experiments 
i n the f i e l d and t r a n s p l a n t experiments o f the two species 
i n t o ' a l i e n g r o u n d ' , l i n k e d w i t h the use of r a d i o a c t i v e 
t r a c e r s t o f o l l o w uptake and t r a n s l o c a t i o n o f the major 
n u t r i e n t elements i n d e t a i l . 
PMT V. 
APEEaiJDICES, 
APPENDIX 1 , 
The growth chamber, (PIGUEE 2%) 
100» 
The base cons i s t ed of f o u r teak benches, the legs 
o f which were sunk i n the f l o o r o f the greenhouse t o make the 
whole u n i t s t a b l e , and a l so t o lower the working surface t o a 
convenient h e i g h t , ^ framework of 3'2" ^ ^2" angle i r o n was 
b o l t e d t o the bench tops t o h o l d the s ide panels i n p o s i t i o n . 
These s ide panels were doub le -wa l l ed , c o n s i s t i n g of b lack polythene 
mounted on a wooden framework, and were removeable t o f a c i l i t a t e 
easy access t o any p a r t o f the cab ine t . The r o o f was made o f " C l a r i t e x " , 
po lyg laze t ransparen t sheet, supported a t i n t e r v a l s by narrow wooden 
s t r i p s . Them bench tops were t r e a t e d w i t h wood p rese rva t ive and 
covered w i t h p o l ^ h e n e sheet , t o prevent water f rom the c u l t u r e 
bowls warping or r o t t i n g them. Heat ing i n s i d e the cabinet was 
p r o v i d e d by a t h e r m o s t a t i c a l l y c o n t r o l l e d "Humex" a i r - h e a t i n g w i r e 
secured round the per imeter and across the centre of the chamber 
on a wooden framework* L i g h t i n g was by I6 P h i l l i p s ifOO wat t mercury 
vapour h o r t i c u l t u r a l lamps, mounted at r egu la r i n t e r v a l s on a gan t ry 
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above the cab ine t . There) were) r egu la t ed by three "Ifenner" t ime 
swi tches t o p rov ide l i g h t i n g equiva lent i n l e n g t h t o t h a t o f as 
summer day» They were ad ju s t ed t o swi t ch on at 6 a ,m, , and o f f 
a t 11 p,p.Bi» The space surrounding the chamber was heated, or cooled^ 
by f o u r 1-g- k i l o w a t t f a n heaters t o keep the greenhouse temperature 
Just below the l e v e l o f 20°C mainta ined i n the cabine t . These heaters 
were a l s o t h e r m o s t a t i c a l l y c o n t r o l l e d , and two of them were f i t t e d 
w i t h p e r f o r a t e d polythene ducts t o ensure a more u n i f o r m d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of heat throughout the greenhouse. 
I t was impossible t o c o n t r o l temperature, l i g h t 
and h u m i d i t y w i t h i n narrow l i m i t s i n s i d e t h i s growth chamber, and i t 
was no t in tended t o s tudy the e f f e c t s of these f a c t o r s upon the growth 
of the p l a n t s i n ques t ion . A l l t h a t was r e q u i r e d f o r the purpose o f 
the experiments was t h a t a l l p l a n t s i n the growth chamber should 
be sub jec t t o i d e n t i c a l c o n d i t i o n s throughout one exper imental run* 
Adequate suppl ies o f hea t ing and l i g h t i n g were a v a i l a b l e t o enable 
experiments t o be c a r r i e d out a l l year round. This technique 
a l l o w s s t r i c t comparisons t o be made between the r e s u l t s of any one 
experiment o n l y , and not between d i f f e r e n t experiments* 
BEOtlO? 
FIGURE 29» 
The growth chamber* 

APPENDIX 2, 
The c u l t u r e s o l u t i o n * 
1* Calcium experiments . 
Basic medium. 
102* 
s a l t Wt, i n gms, ( f o r 40 l i t r e s . d i l u t e d 
n u t r i e n t ) 
KNO^ 
NaH2P02^.-2H2© 















Calcium was added as ca lc ium c h l o r i d e (CaCl2*6H20') i n amounts 
corresponding t o the concentirat ions o f calcium r e q u i r e d i n the 
r e s p e c t i v e c u l t u r e s o l u t i o n s . 
103* 
wt* o f CaCl ,6H20 (gm.) p a r t s per m i l l i o n Ca i n 










The f i n a l concen t ra t ions (p»p.m*) o f the o ther lements i n the bas ic 
c u l t u r e s o l u t i o n was as f o l l o w s : -
potassium 39 
su lphur 24 







z i n c 0»065 
laoron 0,37 
molybdenum 0^019 
The pH o f the r e s u l t a n t n u t r i e n t s o l u t i o n was i f , 2 » I n h a l f of the 
t r ea tmen t s , i n Experiment 1 . , the pH was r a i s e d t o pH 7 t y a d d i t i o n 
of app rop r i a t e q u a n t i t i e s o f sodium hyf i roxide s o l u t i o n . 
2» Potassium experiment* 
The bas ic c u l t u r e s o l u t i o n was the same as b e f o r e , 
except t h a t ca lc ium concen t r a t i on was maintained at the low l e v e l 
o f 2 ,5 p ,p , in , by the a d d i t i o n o f 0,55' SPU « a l c i u m c h l o r i d e per 
liO l i t r e s o f c u l t u r e s o l u t i o n . Potassium was v a r i e d , as potassium 
n i t r a t e , and the concen t r a t i on o f n i t r o g e n was maintained at the 
same l e v e l as i n the bas ic medium by the a d d i t i o n o f appropr ia te 
amounts o f sodium n i t r a t e . 
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Wt. o f KNO^ (gm,) p*p.m» i n 40 l i t r e s 






Samples were taken f r o m one batch of c u l t u r e so lu t i ons 
b e f o r e they were r u n i n t o the c u l t u r e bowls* S i m i l a r samples were 
c o l l e c t e d f r o m the c u l t u r e s o l u t i o n s a f t e r one week i n the growth 
chamber. Both batches of samples were analysed f o r calc ium and 
potassium, and the r e s u l t s obta ined are shown i n TABLE 1* 
The concen t ra t ions o f these two elements changes 
d u r i n g the week i n the growth chamber, but not always i n the d i r e c t i o n 
t h a t might have been expected. Calcium concentrat ions; ' be fo re 
and a f t e r ' i n the lower concen t r a t i on ranges, up t o 50 p .p .m, does 
no t changeil very much over the week* Above t h i s concen t ra t ion , the 
l e v e l de tec ted i n the n u t r i e n t s o l u t i o n i s grea ter at the end o f 
the week than a t the beg inn ing , and i t i s thought t ha t t h i s increase 
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i s "brought about by evaporation of water from the solutions due to 
the large surface area of the bowls. I n f a c t , evaporation may be 
compensating, to some extent, f o r removal of elements from the nutrient 
media. 
Most ofl the potassium figures show the same pattern. 
The solutions were a l l prepared to contain 39 p.p.mw potassium, and 
they a l l contain approximately t h i s amount. The potassium 
concentrations tend to increase s l i g h t l y over the week i n almost 
every case. 
APITOIX 3» 
Chemical analysis techniques. 
107. 
Determinations were made of the amounts of calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, potassium and phosphorus present i n plant and. 
s o i l samples. I n the case of plant samples, t h i s was calculated 
as a percentage amount of each element present i n unit dry weight 
of dried plant material, anel also as a t o f t t a l amount of each element 
per plant (or per 100 plants). I n s o i L i , each element was expressed 
i n milligrams per 100 gm, oven dry s o i l . The methods employed iirere 
modified from the techniques described by PlfER. (l950)f 
GOBHAM. (1956), MACKBRETH. (1963) and JJ^'Jj-mES & WILLIS. (1964). 
Analytical grade chemical were used throughout, and individual analysis 
techniques are described below. 
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I . . PREPARATION OF SAMPLES. 
1. Plant material. 
Beaf material only was analysed froa plants grown 
i n the culture experiments as t h i s was tajcen to give a truer representat-
ion of the nutrient status of the plants than the roots which were 
i n constant contact with varying concentrations of nutrient solution. 
F i e l d material was separated, by means of a pair 
of fine-pointed dissecting scissors, into the various morphological 
parts :- roots, rhizomes, t i l l e r s , , mature plants and flowering or 
f r u i t i n g stems. Each plant organ was analysed separately. I n certain 
plant collections, the leaves themselves were sub-divided further 
i n t o t i p s , laminas and sheaths, p r i o r to analysis. 
(a) Culture experiments. 
After each experiment, plants were removed from the 
pots and washed i n tap water to remove the polythene chips adhering 
to the roots, and then quickly rinsed i n d i s t i l l e d water. The 
maximum: leaf and root length of each plant was measured, a f t e r ^toch 
roots were removed and both root and leaf portions were weighed 
and then dried i n an oven at 80°© f o r hours. 
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(b) F i e l d collections. 
A f t e r c o l l e c t i o n , plants were thoroughly washed 
i n several changes of tap water to remove s o i l p a r t i c l e s , and then 
rinsed i n d i s t i l l e d water before separation of plant organs and drying 
as described above, 
(ffi) M i l l i n g , 
Prior to digestion a l l plant samples were ground 
to f i n e p a r t i c l e size i n an "Apex" cutter m i l l to f a c i l i t a t e easier 
digestion of the material, and also to ensure homogeneity of the 
samples. No account was taken of possible contamination of the 
samples during m i l l i n g (HOOD,. 19^4)^ since a l l samples were subjected 
t o the same procedure and any error introduced i n t h i s way should 
have no r e l a t i v e significance, 
(d) Digestion technique. 
Approximately one gram of dried plant material 
(where available) was weighed, transferred to a 250 ml, conical 
f l a e k and digested using a mixture of 20 ml, concentrated n i t r i c 
acid, 5 ml, cone, hydrochloric acid and 5 ml. GOfo w/v perchloric acid» 
Excess acid was removed by b o i l i n g on a heating rack i n a fume 
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cupboeird u n t i l only a small amount of perchlorate remained^ The 
remaining solution was diluted with approximately 170 ml. of d i s t i l l e d 
water and f i l t e r e d through a sintered glass f i l t e r , under suction, 
t o remove s i l i c a . The f i l t r a t e was then made up to 250 ml. i n a 
volumetric f l a s k ready f o r analysis. 
2» S o i l samples. 
After c o l l e c t i o n , the s o i l was spread onto cardboard 
trays and dried f o r 72 hours at 80°C and then passed through a 2 mm. 
sieve to remove the larger fragments. 2.5 gm. of dried s o i l was 
packed i n t o a glass column and eluted with 250 ml, of N ammonium 
acetate solution (SCHOLLENBERGER & SIMON, 1945, FIGURE 30,)» 
The flow rate was adjusted to 1-3 ml. per minute. The eluate was 
f i l t e r e d and evaporated down to 100 ml. to remove excess ammonium 
acetate. 100 ml. cone, n i t r i c acid and 70 ml. cone, hydrochloric 
acid were added and the mixture heated to remove the remaining 
ammonium acetate. Heating was continued u n t i l only about 5 ml, 
remained; 170 ml, d i s t i l l e d water was added, and the solution f i l t e r e d 
and made up to 250 ml, as i n the plant analysis procedure, ( i n 
FIGURE 30, 
S o i l analysis leaching frame. 
I 
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l a t e r analyses when an Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer became 
available f o r the determination of calcium and magnesium, the addition 
of the concentrated n i t r i c and hydrochloric acids with subsequent 
b o i l i n g t o remove the ammonium acetate was ommitted, as i t was then 
possible t o determine a l l of the cations studied i n t h i s investigation 
on the o r i g i n a l ammonium acetate leachate») Phosphorus was not 
determined i n these s o i l samples. 
I I . ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES. 
Calcium,, magnesium, sodium, potassium and phosphorus 
were determined fin the solutions derived from the above preparation 
methods* Two dif f e r e n t techniques were used during the course of 
t h i s investigation f o r the determination of calcium and magnesium. 
The f i r s t was that described by JEFFERIES & WILLIS. (1964), 
employing ion-exchange chromatography to isolate individual ions, 
followed by versenate t i t r a t i o n to esti9ate the concentration of 
calcium and magnesium. The second method used, which was much quicker 
and simpler, was by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (PAVLD. 
1958 & 1959; ALLEN. (1958); KEBR. I96O; ELIELL & GIDLEY. 196l,), 
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I n a l l cases, sodium and potassium were determined using an "Eel" 
flame photometer (DEAN, I96O), and phosphorus by a modification 
of the stamous chloride ammonium molybdate technique (MAGKERETH. 1963), 
1, Separation and estimation of calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
sodium', and phosphorus using ion-exchange chromatography, 
(gEFFERIES & WILLIS. I964, FIGURE 31.) 
(a) Cation exchange resin Zeo-carb 225, 15?^  cross-linked and mean 
p a r t i c l e size 50u was freed from the cations under investigation 
by treatment alternately with 1 l i t r e of 2N hydrochloric acid and 
1 l i t r e of tN sodiiam hydroxide, followed by another 1 l i t r e of 
2N hydrochloric acid. The resi n was then packed into glass columns 
1,1 cm, i n diameter, to a height of 10 cm., with glass wool plugs 
at the top and base of the res i n beds. Before addition of a sample, 
the r e s i n , i n the hydrogen form, was f i r s t washed with d i s t i l l e d 
water (250 ml.) to remove surplus acid, 
(b) 50 ml, samples of the test solutions were transferred to the 
columns and allowed to pass through the resin beds. Rate of flow 
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was adjusted to 1-3 ml, per minute, the eluates being collected 
f o r phosphorus analysis. 
(c) 30 ml, of d i s t i l l e d vra-ter was then passed through the columns 
to remove phosphate present i n the hold-up volume. 
(d) The a l k a l i and alkaline earth metals were separated by displace-
ment chromatography by passing the following volumes sind normalities 
of hydrochloric acid,±kE i n t u r n , through the columns. 
( i ) 45 nil, N HCl to remove sodium. 
( i i ) kO ml, N HCl to remove magnesium. 
( i i i ) 70 ml. I .5N HCl to remove potassium, 
( i v ) 70 ml, I .3N HCl to remove calcium. 
(e) The bulk fractions were collected and excess acid removed 
by evaporation almost t o dryness. The salts were re-dissolved i n 
2 ml. of 2N hydrochloric acid sind the solution made up to exactly 
250 ml, with d i s t i l l e d water. The concentration 0^ both sodium and 
potassium was determined by flame photometry,and calcium and magnesium 
by versenate t i t r a t i o n (CHENG & BRAY. 1951; CHENG ET AL. 1952,). 
FIGURE 31. 
Ion-exchange chromatography columns. 
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( f ) I n practice, i t was found that the eluted fractions did not 
separate completely and contained a mixture of ions. This may have 
been due to s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t p a r t i c l e size of the resin from 
that recommended by JEFFERIES & WILLIS. (1964), or to the fact that 
the hold-up volume i n the leaching arm of the columns was too 
large, leading to overlap of the fractions coming o f f . I n any case, 
the l a t t e r part of t h i s procedure was modified. 
Instead of t r y i n g to remove the cations under 
investigation as separate frac t i o n s , excess of hydrochloric acid was 
added to the resi n columns i n two batches - 100 ml. of N HCl followed 
by 150 ml, of 1,3NHI HCl - to remove a l l of the ions together* 
This bulk solution -ms evaporated and treated as before. 
2» Estimation of sodium and potassium by flame photometry, 
(DEAN. 1960.) 
An Eel Makk i l flame photometer was used for t h i s 
purpose. Standard solutions were prepared, and the instrument was 
calibrated f o r sodium and potassium determinations respectively. 
Two ranges of standards were prepared f o r each element, O-10 p,p.m. 
and 0-100 p.p.m., f o r use depending on the concentration of wither 
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of these two elements i n the sample solutions. I n the preparation 
of these standard solutions, potassiiim chloride was used f o r potassim, 
and sodium chloride f o r sodium. From experience, i t was found that 
the range most suitable f o r plant digest solutions was 0-10 p.p.m. 
f o r sodium,and 0-100 p.p.m, f o r potassium. For s o i l leachates 1-10 p,p.mi, 
was quite adequate f o r potassium also, ( i n analyses of plant samples 
at the beginning of the investigation eluates from resin columns 
were analysed; l a t e r determinations were carried out on the plant 
digest solutions themselves vathout further treatment. 
3, Spectrophotometrio determination of phosphorus. 
The instrument used was a "Hilger and Watts" 
Uvispek photo-electric spectrophotometer Mark 9 with a s i l i c a prism. 
The method of phosphorus determination was modified from the technique 
suggested by MACKERETH,. (l963), f o r water analysis, which involves 
the measurement of the Mas EE optical density of the blue colouration 
produced by the reaction of ammonium molybdate and stannous chloride 
with the phosphorus present i n the sample. 
The ammonium molybdate and stannous chloride reagents 
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were added by means of K 1 ml, syringes, that f o r the l a t t e r being 
drawn out to a f i n e point to enable delivery of very small quantities* 
The spectrophotometer was calibrated using a series 
of standard solutions* Each solution was transferred t o a 1 cm. 
s i l i c a absorption c e l l , and the extinction measured at 730u with 
a s l i t width of 0.025 mm, at maximum meter s e n s i t i v i t y * From the 
resu l t s obtained, a c a l i b r a t i o n curve was constructed. I t was found 
that the graph was almost linear up to a concentration of 0.6 p.p.m. 
phosphorus, but above t h i s concentration the graph curved rapidly, 
the instrument being unable to detect the difference between 
successively higher phosphorus concentrations s a t i s f a c o r i l y . I n 
practice, a l l sample solutions were dil u t e d t o l i e w i t h i n the range 
0-0.6 p.p.m, phosphorus before measurement to ensure greater accuracy. 
Considerable d i f f i c u l t y was experienced with acid 
digest solutions vrfiioh were analysed ydthout being passed through 
the resin columns. There was suppression of the blue colouration 
i n the more concentrated phosphorus solutions which could only be 
at t r i b u t e d to the very low pH of these solutions. 
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4* Calcium and magnesium determination - I , 
I n the plant digest samples which were eluted on 
res i n columns calcium and magnesium were estimated by t i t r a t i o n 
w i t h disodiumdihydrogenethylenediamina (versenatej (CHENG- & BRAY. 1951; 
CHENG ET AL. 1952). To f a c i l i t a t e easier recognition of the end-
point of the t i t r a t i o n s a photo-electric assessment of the end-point 
was obtained using an "Eel" t i t r a t o r coupled to a spot galvanometer. 
The t i t r a t o r u n i t incogpporates a rotating magnet, which activates a i 
s t i r r e r p e l l e t i n the sample beaker, thus ensuring adequate mixing 
of the test solution, A suitable narrow-band optiaal f i l t e r i s selected 
from the range supplied, Readings are presented on the photo-extinct-
ion scale of the external galvanometer, the end-point of the t i t r a t i o n 
being indicated by a large change i n deflection, followed by almost 
constant readings. 
Standardisation of the versenate aolutiong 
10 ml, standaird calcium solution were mixed with 
1G ml, of d i s t i l l e d water and diluted to 1 l i t r e ; 1 ml. of t h i s solution 
contained 10 ugjn, Ca"*^ . To 20 ml, of t h i s d i l u t e calcium solution 
i n a sample beaker was added 5 ml. N/100 sodium hydroxide solution 
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to raise the pH to between 10 and 12 (CHMG & BRAY. 1951,), and 
anunonium purpurate indicator added. The magnetic s t i r r e r was adjusted 
to give a steady rate of mixing, and versenate solution was run i n 
from a 2 ml, burette u n t i l the end-point was recorded on the galvanometer. 
Since 0,1 mg, calcium i s equivalent to 1.00 ml. versenate, the burette 
reading should be exactly 2,00 ml,. Any difference i s corrected f o r 
i n the subsequent calculation. 
Calcium determination. 
20 ml. of unknown sample were measured into a sample 
beaker, 5 drops of indicator and 8 ml. N sodium hydroxide added. 
This solution was t i t r a t e d slowly with versenate u n t i l the end-point 
was reached. 
Calcium + magnesium determination. 
SsiiajmiaixsxisisaaBX A 20 ml. sample was pipetted 
i n t o a sample beaker as before; a small spatula of eriochrome black T/ 
sodium chloride indicator mixture, and 8 ml. of N sodium hydroxide 
were added, Vfersenate solution was run i n again u n t i l the end-point 
was recorded. 
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Calculation of results. 
Calcium was determined from the 'calcium alone* 
t i t r a t i o n , 1 ml, of versenate solution representing 0,1 mg. Ca"*""*", 
subject to any correction which the standardisttion t i t r a t i o n might 
have shown to be required. Magnesium was given i n mg, magnesium 
per l i t r e by X x 0,0608 x 1000, where V i s the volume of the sample 
taken, and X i s the difference between the calcium plus magnesium 
and the calcium only t i t r a t i o n s . 
D i f f i c u l t i e s encountered i n t h i s method. 
The method as suggested by CHENG & BHAY. (1951), 
f o r analysis of calcium and magnesium had to be modified because of 
the very low pH of the sample solutions (pH as low as 1,5) which 
tended t o precipitate the indicator dye i n the case of the ammonium 
purpurate, while the eriochrome black T indicator did not dissolve 
at a l l , Cheng et a l , ( l952) , stressed the importance of pH f o r 
satisfactory determination by t h i s method* They suggested a pH between 
10 and 12 as most suitable. Consequently, the normal addition to 
natural waters of N/lOO sodivim hydroxide i n the calcium alone t i t r a t i o n . 
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and borate buffer i n the calcium plus magnesium t i t r a t i o n ims inadequate 
t o raise the pH anyiirtiere near t h i s value, and^instead^ s u f f i c i e n t 
N sodium hydroxide was added i n both cases to raise the pH to the 
required value f o r successful t i t r a t i o n . This was found to be 
approximately 8 ml. N sodium hydroxide. I f , on addition of t h i s 
volume, the indicator s t i l l did not dissolure, then more N sodium 
hydroxide was added u n t i l i t did. This further addition of sodium 
hydroxide reduced the s e n s i t i v i t y of the t i t r a t i o n and obscured 
the end-point. This proved to be a very unsatisfactory method of 
determining calcium and magnesium i n plant material. 
5, Calcium and magnesitom determination - I I , 
Later i n t h i s investigation i n t o the mineral nutrient 
composition of plant material a 'Hilger and Watts* Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometer became available f o r use, and t h i s gave a much-
more accurate and satisfactory estimation of calcium and magnesium. 
I t also s i m p l i f i e d the preparation procedure, eliminating the need 
to pass the sample solutions through resin columns and enabling 
many more analyses to be carried out i n the same time as before. 
The Atomic Absorption equipment sas used i n 
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conjunction with a suitable monochromator f a c i l i t a t e s the evaluation 
of the r e l a t i v e absorption occurring vrtien radiation of an appropriate 
frequency i s passed through a population of free atoms. The sample 
solution i s delivered i n t o a spray chamber as a fine mist i n an a i r 
stream, and i s mixed i n the burner with the f u e l gas which i n t h i s 
case i s acetylene, Free atoms are formed when the mixture i s burned. 
Pulsed l i g h t from a hollow-cathode lamp, emitting the spectrum of 
the element to be determined, i s passed through the flame and the 
monochromator, and the change i n the absorption at a particular 
wavelength i s detected electroninsally and recorded. Since the change 
i n absorption i s caused only by the presence of free atoms, the degree 
of absorption i s generally propertional to the number of atoms 
present (ALLEN. 1958; PAVED. 1958 & 1959; ELWELL & GIDLEY. 1 9 6 1 , ) . 
Calibration, 
( i ) Calcium 
A stock solution of calcium carbonate containing 
1000 p,p,m, calcium was prepared by adding 2,5 gm. calcium carbonate 
to 800 ml. of d i s t i l l e d water, adding 50 ml, N hydrochloric acid, 
and making the r e s u l t i n g solution up to 1 l i t r e , A range of standard 
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calcium solutions covering the range 0-8Q p.p.m. was prepared by 
appropriate d i l u t i o n from the stock solution. These were sprayed, 
i n t u r n , into the acetylene flame and a calibration graph prepared, 
( i i ) Magnesium, 
A similar c a l i b r a t i o n curve was prepared f o r magnesium 
i n the range 0-10 p,p,m, using suitable d i l u t i o n s of a stock 1000 p,p,m, 
solution of Mg prepared by dissolving 10,135 gm. of magnesium 
sulphate (MgS0^,7H20) i n 1 l i t r e of d i s t i l l e d water. 
Determination of calcium and magnesium i n sample solutions. 
The Atomic Absorption Speatrophotometer was set up 
as described i n the instruction manual using an air/acetylene flame. 
Samples of plant digest solution were analysed d i r e c t l y , the scale 
reading being noted and the concentration of calcium or magnesium 
obtained from the ca l i b r a t i o n graph. Calcium was determined at 
4226^ and magnesium at 2852S, 
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Sourees of interference. 
DAVID, ( 1959) , found that the percentage absorption 
f o r calcium was greatly reduced i n the presence of phosphorus. The 
magnitude of t h i s interference was dependent upon both the calcium 
and the phosphorus concentrations i n the sample. He found that i n 
a solution containing 100 p.p.m, calcium, interference due to the 
presence of phosphorus did not present a serious problem below 
10 p.p.m, phosphordsj i n another experiment, however, he found that 
i n a solution containing only 25 p.p.m. calcium, phosphorus caused 
marked depression of the percentage absorption of calcivmi i n concentrat-
ions i n excess of 4 p.p.m,. Davis suggested the addition of 
6000 p.p.m. magnesium as magnesium chloride as an effective way 
of eliminating t h i s interference. Other workers (ELWELL & GIDLEY , l 9 6 t ) 
have suggested the addition of strontium or lanthanum chlorides to 
reduce phosphorus interference. I t has also been mentioned by 
ELWELL & GIDLEY. (1961) , that the higher temperature of the a i r / 
acetylene flame (compared with a coal-gas or propane flame), 
combined with an e f f i c i e n t atomiser which allowed only the smallest 
l i q u i d droplets to pass int o the flame, feduced further interference 
due to phosphorus. Prom experience of analyses of plant samples 
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i t was found that both calcium and phosphorus contents exhibited 
considerable variation, and , consequently, i n order to overcome 
possible interference s u f f i c i e n t 59^  lanthanum chloride solution 
was added to each sample p r i o r to analysis f o r calcium to produce 
a ^% solution* 
D&MB, (1959) , also detected a small reduction i n 
calcium absorption due to the presence of sodium and potassium, and, 
to overcome t h i s he suggested addition of a large excess of these 
two elements to both standard and test solutions. For the purpose 
of t h i s investigation, since the reduction i n percentage absorption 
due to sodium and potassium was so small, no additions were made 
to minimise possible interference due to them. 
Advantages of Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry, 
Because of the large number of samples to be analysed, 
the use of the atomic absorption spectrophotometer greatly speeded up 
the analysis procedure, and, consequently the ion-exchange chromatography 
technique was discarded. This l a t t e r method was very lengthy, tedious 
and generally unsatisfactory, since the plant digest solutions had 
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to be passed through resin columns, the eluates collected f o r phosphorus 
analysis and the four ions,calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium 
eluted o f f before f i n a l analysis. This led to a f i v e - f o l d increase 
i n the number of flasks required,and,as about 15O plant samples 
were analysed at a time t h i s resulted i n the used of 750 flasks, 
by the time a l l the ions were removed from the resin columns. The 
time involved was out of proportion to the number of results obtained. 
I t was possible to elute a maximum of 20 samples per day on the 
apparatus available (any more would have been unmana^able anyway), 
and t h i s number was not always attained. I t took beteen 2 and 3 weeks 
to elute the i n d i v i d u a l ions from the columns ( f o r a l l 15O samples), 
and then 600 flasks had to be evaporated to dryness and made up to a 
standard volume of 250 ml, p r i o r to analysis. This took another 
week. Determination of calcium and magnesium by versenate t i t r a t i o n 
involved another week each, phosphate a week, and sodium and potassium 
h a l f a day each* This gives a t o t a l of 7 weeks i n a l l . To t h i s 
must be added the time required to acid wash the glassware and 
prepare the plant samples (drying, m i l l i n g and weighing), another 
3 weeks, giving a grand t o t a l of approximately 10fi: weeks f o r one batch 
of 150 plant samples^ This assumes that one has nothing to do but 
chemical analysis. 
1i26, 
The use of the Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 
reduced t h i s time by almost 2/3, Calcium and magnesium could now 
be determined at the rate of 4O-6O samples per hour d i r e c t l y on 
the i n i t i a l plant digest solutions without further treatment. This 
procedure saved 2 weeks i n time that would have been required f o r 
the versenate t i t r a t i o n s , 3 weeks i n eluting from the resin coliimns 
and 1 week, by not having to evaporate 600 solutions to dryness. 
This saved a t o t a l of 6 weeks; a saving i n both time and giassware, 




1, Tarn Moor, Sunbiggin Tarn, Westmorland, 
Tarn moor i s an area of undulating moorland l y i n g 
to the west of Sunbiggin Tarn i n central Westmorland (National 
Grid Reference NY 6707), I t forms an uneven plateau about 250 metres 
(820 f e e t ) above ordnance datum with ridges to the north and west 
r i s i n g t o over 300 metres (980*^, The drainage of the d i s t r i c t i s 
complex and there are nuoerous springs and swallow holes* The climate 
i s wet, the annual r a i n f a l l being about 55 inches. 
The numerous hollows of the plateau may contain 
deep peat, and support mires of different kinds, ranging from acid 
moss to mineral-rich fens. 
Plants of the ftwo species studied were collected 
from zKxxxsx two dif f e r e n t s i t e s , Carex panicea was collected from 
an area of acid blanket peat (formed on g l a c i a l drfifj') situated on 
higher ground than the springs. The peat on t h i s particular area 
had been eroded and i t was being re-colonised, mainly by C. panicea. 
Few other species were present except f o r Carex nigra, Eriophonjm 
angustifolium and E. vaginatum. The vegetation surrounding the erosion 
hollows was dominated by Calluna vulgaris, 
Carex flacca was collected from a 'wet flush' which 
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was constantly inundated by mineral-rich water from a nearby spring 
(BELLAMY & RIELEY. 1967). I n addition to C, flacca the most abundant 
species present were Carex hostiana. C. lepidocarpa. C, nigra. 
Eriophorum l a t i f o l i u m , Schoenus nigricans, Equisetum palustre. 
Primula farinosa and Succisa pratensis. 
The vegetation of t h i s area has been described i n 
d e t a i l by HOLGATE. (1955 a & b) 
2, Sand Sike, Upper Teesdale. Co, Durham, 
The National Grid Reference of t h i s s i t e (1350 f e e t , 
413 metres above ordnance datum) i s NY 8330* R a i n f a l l i s between 
50 and 55 inches per annum, MANLEY. (1942), emphasises the sub-
a r c t i c nature of the climate of the region* 
The s i t e from which Carex flacca was collected was 
an area of flood-bank by the side of the stream known as Sand Sike, 
This habitat consisted of a t h i n grassy t u r f on top of river-bed 
gravel which was subject t o flooding after periods of heavy r a i n f a l l . 
P r i ncipal species associated with C. flacca were Primula farinosa. 
^2% 
Sesleria albicans, Carex panicea,C. dioica, Juncus arti c u l a t u s . 
Saxifraga aizoides and Thymus drucei, 
Carex panicea was collected from a fl u s h adjacent 
to Sand Sike (on a south-facing slope) and draining i n t o i t . 
Associated species were Carex nigra, C. hostiana, C, flacca, and 
Sesleria albicans, A more detailed description of the Upper Teesdale 
region i s given by PIGOTT, (1956) and mLENTINE, ( 1965) . 
5» Cassop Vale, Co» Durham, 
This s i t e i s a disused quarry on magnesian limestone 
i n central Durham* (National Grid Reference NZ 3338, 600 f e e t , 
180 metres above ordnance datum*) 
Carex flacca was collected from an area of dry limestone 
grassland covering the s i t e of the former quarry workings. 
Associated species were Sesleria albicans, Carex caryophyllea and 
Anthoxanthum odoratum, 
Carex panicea was collected from a t r a n s i t i o n mire, 
dovmhiU from the Carex flacca area, into which water from the 
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magnesian limestone drains, maintaining a species-rich vegetation 
i n the mire. Associated species were Carex flacca. C. h i r t a . Juncus 
ar t i c u l a t u s . J, a c u t i f l o r u s . Holcus mollis and Anthoxanthum odoratum. 
APPENDIX: 5, 
Tables of results. 
TABLE 1» 
Chemical analysis of culture solutions 
before and a f t e r treatment, 
( a l l values expressed as parts per 





0,5 b) 0*5 37.5 
0.5 a 0.1 55.0 
2^5 li) 4.0 59*5 
2^5 a 21*5 4W5 
5*0 5.5 ¥).o 
5.0 a 5»5 5U5 
110.0 ^ 1t.O 41.0 
10.0 a 8;o 39W0 
20.0 Id 1i8;0 39.0 
33.0 a l f . O 51.0 
50.0 55.0 39.5 
50^0 a 52kO 56.0 
100.0 b 35.0 41.0 
too.o a 105.0 3S.5 
aoo.o 190.0 37.0 
200.O a 210.0 45.5 
500.0 b 502{.O 57.5 
30O.O a a».o 49*0 
M B I E 1. (Siemical. analysis o f cu l tu re solutionaj fcef ore ain:d 
atfter- -taceatment. 
TABLES 2 -5. 
Morphological data* 
132. 
EEamrffc Ko. of Lsngtrh. « r Mo. No. of Ma^ riinriiijB 
Ho. Beadl leaves 
1 11.0 6 1 21.0 
3 10 3 13*7 
3 ia7,5»9,1.7 10 4 12^ 3 
4 %5,io.i,a.8 
7w5A3^0 
12! 4 11.7 
3 11 4 10.7 
2 ^^7;9 B 2 1^4 
7» 1 10.4 8 2 12»4 
a» 
9. 
1 10.1 7 2 15.8 
t 10.5 10 2 10.4 
10. 2 9 3 12.1 
I t . f 12.0 4 11.5 
t 2 . 3 1i.O,6.9;,a.1 10) 4 1^8 
2 9»5,^4 3 2 19*0 
-uw 2 11»7 ,&4 10 2 l i j . 2 
2 9 1 13.5 
t 0.7 14 7 9.2 
17» t . 14.0 t3 7.9 
t8* 2 7.5,3*4 7 2 15.4 
19* 2 9.3,8.4 9 2 10.4 
20. 1 10.7 14 7 9*5 
21. 3 5.2,9.M»5 12 5 9.9' 
22. 2 0.7 7 2 13.8 
2% •t 9.3 8 3 l6^4 
2iW 1: 15.1 13 6 9.7 
25» t 7.S 7 3 1ii*1 
9.0 +^  2;,S 12.8) i 3.0 
3MBIE' 2m Moarphological. diata *• Giareig: panicga;^ SunibiggSm Taina* 
Hlant; Mo. «f Eengbit «£ 
SJiizEomes^ Gui* 
1 * . o£^  
) Leaves 




11. 2 3.5 16; 10 8.2 
2; 3 15 5 8*4 
3* 2 10wO,4,0 11: 4 9.8 
4. 2 5*7 14 12.7 
5. 1 11.5 10 5 14.0 
6* 3 11.8,3.2,11.2 15 14.2 
7. 2 3.0 9 5 11.7 
2 4.6. 12 ^ 945 
2 3.9) 14- 7 &5 
10. 5 5.2 9 4 111.2 
11. 1 4.3 10 4 9.9 
12. 2 4*2^ 2.6; S) 4 8;8 
13* 2 3.0 12 5 10.2 
14. 1 Jft t.5 $so 12i»0 
t5. 5.5,2;7,2^4 12 3 11.1 
16. 5 3*8 10 5 16*8 
17. 2 12 4 10.8 
18. 2 I t 5 
19. 2 2;9 11 5 8*1 
20* 2 6*0,2UO' to 4 7.5 
21. t «» 8 2 7.5 
22. 1 2i»4 11 7 943 
23. t 10 5 ^3 
^ 1 13 8 8»1 
25. t 7 5 8.0 
4 .4±2k5 10.0 + 2;5 
3. E«ipphOL!lo^ca]l i a t a •* Gareac paniGga, Saiid S i ' ] ^ 
134. 
HLaiodt Ma. «f l * . off Mo. «£' Mfflxliinmii 
Bhizome3s BhizanBs(cmi» Dead leaves Leaf leziigth 
fcanw) 
1. 2 11.2 11 5 20^7 
2^ 2 12.1^ 11.1 8 3 14.7 
3. 2 9W0 12 4 51.5 
4 . 2 10.11 12 5 14*2 
5. t 10.5 15 4 9V0 
6. 2 12.6,9.5 8 3 16.1 
7* 2 12U1,6.6 11 4 18.2 
8. 1 9.5 8 3 18.2 
t ii*.4 ic% 4 24.8 
10^ t 11.7 9 3 19.6; 
111. 1 4*5 11 5 19.6 
12. 1 3.1 9 4 211.2 
13. 2 7.9',1.7 8 4 16.5 
14. 2 1.^ 9 4 1)9.5 
115. 2 0.5 9 3 20.8 
16. 2 8 2 16.2 
I7i 1 15.4 15 5 21.5 
1:8. 2 «» 12 7 12.7 
19. 4 4.9,2»0,1.8i 13 7 14.8 
20. 1 0^5 6 2 211.1 
211. 2 5.0,4.5 10; 3 15.7 
22W 3 :10.9*,9*9V1.5 12 5 18; 5 
23. i 9U5 9 3 14.6 
2li* 2 5*8 8 2 15.5 
25* 2 6.5 9 4 17.0 
mean values •8;4i: .3*5 117.9 ± 4.6 
iFmcm 4^  MQr^iol«©.Gal cBata «» QaBrex fJlaccgi. SunMggim Taam* 
135. 
HEanit Mo* «f M*. Mo. M/isrfjnum 
Ehi!?a3m8a;(<ian. } Leavess D ^ d leaves Leaf leingtl 
(cm.) 
1» 4 15 3 7.8 
2» <t» It 4 5.8 
5. 2 A*4 8 5 8*5 
4. 5 9.9 10' 7 844 
5. 1 3*1 *» 8 946 
< ^ t 8 2 6.8 
7. 2 M 3 5 7.7 
8* 1 1.5 3 5 10.3 
% »» 10 8 6*3 
10. t 10 4 7.7 
11. 1 3 3 10.4 
12. 1 4ft1 3 3 942 
2 9 5 8.5 
14. 1 3 3 7.3 
15* C* 15 3 6.1 
16. 1 ^8 9 3 8*7 
17* 
18. 
2 10.2,5*5 It 4 847 
M 8 3 %& 
19. 8 3 8*7 
20. 3 4 1245 
2t. 5 8.1,8.1,^35 Id 2 lao 
22. 2 244 11 2 3.2 
23. t «» 10 4 8*4 
24. 2 3.8! 10 4 10.7 
t 10 4 10.8 
mean valuB££ 5.4 + 2w6 8*8 +_ 1.6i 
QEAME 5. Ibrphologxcal (Jata •* Gaaggg f l a c c a . Sand S i t o . 
TABLE 6. 
Chemical analysis of control solut ions. 
136. 
Procedure K Ga Men P 
s o i l analysis 0 1.3 3*9 ti> 0,8 
pillaiit analysis 
1* 0 1.5 1.4 0.025 0.1 
2 . 0.5 0.5 0.7 0 0.05 
3. 0 0.1 <• 0 0 
4. 0 0.11 f» 0 0.1 
5. 0 0.05 0.9 0*0^ 
6. 0 0.0^ 0.95 0.0^ 
IfATO?.' ^ CStsmiffial analysis «f control . soCLutices (parts, pec m i l l i o n ) . 
TABLES 7 & 8. 
Results of experiment 1, 
PC Carex panicea from Cassop. 
PT » G t^rex panicea from Sunhiggin. 
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TABLES 9 & 10. 
Results of Experiment 2.a. 
Pr63'5ff - Young t i l l e r s of C, panicea fromi Sunbiggin, col lected i n 1963. 
PT63M - older t i l l e r s " " " n i . n » 
Pr645f - young t i l l e r s " "' *» 1962f 
Pr64Mi - older t a l l e r s " ^ » » o « » 
1065^ - young; t i l l e r s •» " CaSsop " 1965. 
P1S65M - older t i l l e r s " " " " " •» 
1^641 - young t i l l e r s of C, f l acca from: Sunbiggin collected i n 11964. 
m6m - older t i l l e r s . " » » » o «. « 
EC65Y - young t i l l e r s " « •» Okssopi " 1965. 
M365M - older t i l l e r s " n « ii «, ti. 
Calcium concentration 
1 0.5 
2 - 2.5 
3 5*0 
4 - 10.0) 
5 20wO 
6 50,0 
7 •* 100.0 
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TA^ TCR; % ( i i ) Results of Expeadment 2^a:. 
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MME; 9!, ( i v ) Be s u i t s of Experinffixit 2;a» 
€ ^ K Ca. K 
i i^»/lOgi nis./lO@k mg^/lOOplta^ mg^/lOOpj. m^/iOOpai^ 
0»5 308 26.0 8 474 40 
2. 2.0 200 2:3.7 6i2! 620 74 
3* 6.9 287 28.4 63) 287 28 
308 28.1i 150 502 46 
. 5 . • > - «» 
20.3i 272 22^4 ^2 357 . 30 
7. 29.3 342 25*9' 8Z^ 6 988 69 
8. 11iif.O) 275 20.1i 376^ 2 908 66) 
1.6 517/ 5.4 1078 112 
2.7 275 ai*3; t2;7 129)3 1% 
3» 8.8 2k5 30.6 46.6 1299 162 
4» 118.2 1^ 28.9 120.1 102^  191 
5¥ 28.4 277 27.9 1193.0 11884 190 
6* 48.3; 25a 2Z|*3 1159.0 785 80 
7. 2i7 211.3 158.0 790 68 
^ 6 272 17.6; 362.0 1088 70 
0.2i4 ^7 29.1 0.73 391 48 
5»3 21111 4.61 1184 30 
6.2 230 30.5 12,3 455 60 
8;7 263 32;ii 25*7 776 95 
12.8; 213 31.5 11.5 192 28 
6. 27»2 236 25.6 82.4 7115 72 
?• 4 ^ 1 . 226 267 90.9 470 56i 
& 135.0 191 19.6 193.1: 273 28 
183.0 194 18.3 183 . 0 163 I8i 
7.2 201 59.5 1ii*6 2f08; 121 
6.1 ^ 56.2 12W7 535 117 
3* 5.7 282 50.7 20.0 987 177 
6.8 264 39.11 37.6 146O 216 
1I0V1 287 50.2 29.3 824 146 
14.7 21A ^ 0 67.6 11122 i5& 
7. 193 36.1 253.8 102i2 195 
8» 7®»6, 204 50.3 379.6 985 245 
3EAME 110. ( i ) GhendGal ana lys i s r e s u l t s f a r E:5>eriment 2Va. 
mg^/lOg0 mg. / lOs» mg^/^OO&U mg^/iOO p i . mg^/lOOpJ. 
2»® 30Q 3 8 . 4 2 i 7 
2i» 8.1 285 38*1 8.3 
3 . 8 » 2 260- 39 .2 9^0 
4» 238 34*2 t8 .7 
5 . 227 511.8 
33*6 
1i8,S 







PC65M; t . 3 .3 302 ^.11 7.6 695 58 
2 . 8.6 3/14 29 .8 13W1 477' 
^ 7 .4 269 27.6 14.6 5Z7 54 
4 , 11 .7 246; ^ . 8 12.6 2.82 52 
% 10.11 285 24.6 10.9* 308 27 
6. 87 .2 228 29.5 12^6 328 45 
7 . 'K97.0 2!U4 38.5 242^3 21^ 47 
40&&S& 
!MBIE 10. ( i i ) Caiemical ana lys i s results , f o r Experiment 2 .a« 
145. 
Bis£. No. Cat 
iDg»/lOs» 
K 
ms. / l0^ m g , / l I 0 0 p l . 
K Mg 
n i & / i 0 0 p l . ins^/lOOpl. 
Far645r t . 3*6; 51i9 5^9 3.6 516 
2. 5*3 270 47.0 h*o 203 35 3. 4.6 305 52.6 5*2 349 59 
6.7 3^1 48.3 i ^ 2 207 30 
5. 1G;8 320 47/.2 1111.0' 326 48 
6 . 8.2 327 32.7 5.2 206 2t 
7. 17.2 266; ^ 8 19.1i 295 . 32 
8. 51.8 297 25.2 mu 514 Vfr 9. 1113.0 226 17.9 1311. li 262 2f 
msiiH i i . 2.4 278 29.5 5*5 639 68 
2. 7;4 ^6 29'.2 16.8 581 66; 
3. 5.5 267 25.3 14.0 681 65 
• 5.3 285' 20.2 22^7 1212 87 
5* 22^ 5 208 29.2 29*5 270 3B 
6. 4ii*0 19a 23*8 203.0 1264 1581 
7. 78.6 1i99; 28.8 196.5 498 72 
8. 71.0 261 11.8 31ii»5 1156 52 
% 220.0 195 18.2 336.6 298) 28 
11. ** 
2. 9.5 294 34*2 8.3 30 
3. 111.3 304 33*8 6.2 167 19 
i9.a 313 40.2 9W5 157 20 
% 20.0 266) 28.1 15*4 204 22 
m*^ 77.2 193; 40.0 51*7 1^' 27 
11. 515 33*4 3.8 288 31 
2W 5.4 333 52^ 6. 11.5 ®9 @ 
3* 5*2 511 30.6 6.4 385 38 
4» 5*4 309 19*4 12.6 725 45 
5. 9W4 302 17.9 24.9 800) 48 
6. 73*3 M> 20.0 138.5 645 38 
7. 70.9^  ZB 24.7 100.7 39 s 55 
8^ 280.0 239 28.9) 280.0 289 
MBaCE 10. ( i l i ) C&emical ana lys i s r e s u l t s for'ExperintKait 2 . a . 
TABLE 11. 
Duplicate chemical analyses. 
146. 
S!e£» N:q^ K Mg Ca 
ing»/iOg^ m ^ / l i O ^ m@»/lOg> 
H I 1. 111.2 9.0 52.0 
2 . 112^5 10.5 53*8 
ER 1. 50.1 7.0 45 .7 
2» 43w8 7.1 4 ^ 5 
PIE t . 165^8! 211.5 35.7 
2^ 156.7 23.4- 4 1 . 4 
EDJ^^I. 91.5 10.5 10.6) 
2 . 95.1 9'.5 10.0 
FM •* Gareai paMceai, mature: t i l l e r s . 
M - GarffiE; f l a c c a , r o o t ^ 
C a r ^ pazcLcea^ t i l l e r s ^ 
EIQj|6» Garear paniceai.,, wcj^ yoxmg t i l l e r s * 
IIE I t . Duplicate chendcal analjfases. 
lABLES 12 & 13. 
Resul ts of E:q)eriment 2,13, 
147. 
BBf;, calcivun: i to ta l , l eeaf t o t a l root meaiu plant Sis^y/ Mo. GOHC . fppiu) gemnn. dlry wt. (gpt) dry TOb.(^) wtU (leaves;}) 
MJ; 0 .5 % 0.20) 0^14 0.014 
2.5 36 0.19 0.17 0.021 
5 .0 0.26i 0^27 0.022 
10i0 0.39) 0.34 0.030 
20.0 32 0^42 Ow33 0.053 
50.0 o»m o;38 0.036 100.0 IS 0.26: 0.32 0.022 200.0 2,0 o.aii: 0 .19 0.024 
500.0 32 0^14 0.10 0.018 
0 . 5 4 0.029) 0W06S 0.029) 
2 .5 12 0.13 0W14 0.045 
5.0 20 0 .25 0W31 0.050 
1i0.0 24 0.19' 0.21 0.032 
2 G ; 0 24 0.113 0.09^ 0.022 
50.0 20/ 0 .47 0 . 6 1 0.094 
100.0 20 0.1191 0^22 0.038 
20O.O 24 0.20 0.21 0.033 
500.0 32' 0.27 0.20 0.055fr 
K J - Garex: f laicca col3e cted f rcaa Gasaop^ ©0, Durham. 
PGr »* Gareae f laeca^.co l leoted from Germanjjf. 
Q E A B E E : t2» IBraults; o f Experiment 2»"b* 
148. 
l e f M o . calcium! G a . K Mg CJa K Mg 
cone, (ppn^) mg»/lOgn^ mg^/lOOplaints 
0^5 182 60.11 - ^ 5 84 
2 . 5 2 . 4 202 59; 8 5.1 426 126 
5.0 188 50.8 4 f4 112 
iiowoaa (6 0 .6 117 3 ^ 5 1.8 551 101 
20^0 0 .3 156 40wO 1i»6 827 212 
50.0 2 .8 211 56.1 10.2 768 204 
100*0 tf* 176 ^ . 1 387 13lf 
200.0 19^7 167 2i5.4 47.3 401 109 
500.0 3 8 . 4 160) 60; 9i 67.2 280 107 
0 . 5 «• 1 ^ 59;8 6.2 577 175 
2 .5 1.0 257 56.8 246; 
^ 0 #» 203 47; 6) 1015 258 
10*0 0b7 2f6 48*1 2; 2 685 101 
20.0 1.1 163 5^1 2 . 4 3 ^ ' 115 
50.0 3*4 208 4^9' 3;2 1955 460' 
100.0^ 2.2 202 57.2 a 4 7685 195 
200.0 7.6 197 52;^ 25m3> 656 176 
500^0 19*5 195 4 2 » 2 65*9) 659) 145 
OEAEEE 13 . dStemical. ana lys i s re su l t s f o r Ssperiment 
!EABLES 14 & 15. 
Resul ts of Experiment 3» 
149. 
E e f ; potassium mean f r e s h meam dry fresh. Wtm/ meani ma-snnnm 
No. CQQlS.(ppm.),i •nt.(gm*) wt.(gm.) dry TOb. l e a f 1th.(cm. 
EP63Y 0^5 2i.2l 0.41 5.4 2,0W3 -e- 2;2 
iwo 1.3'1 0.30i 4 . 4 24.2 + 1:0.5 
2^34 
1.65 
0 .52 4 .5 55.0 -If & 2 
5.0 0.36 4.6; 27.5 ^ 8.0 
10.0 1.74 0.37 iW7 36.7 +. 5.2: 
pr63M: 0 . 5 4.2(81 0*83 5 . 4 35.8 8.7 
1.0 1.26 OW39 3.2 20.1 -It 1i.6 
2 . 5 2.61 0.59 4 .4 29.0 -(^  3 .8 
5 .0 3.40 0*72 4 .7 27.6 -Ir 6.0 
lOvO ^.72 0.57 4 . 8 29.2 7 3.6 
0*5 11.70' 0.29 5.9) 35.2 + 3.9 
1.0 1.47 0.33 4 . 5 • 31.6 + 2 .4 m *• 
5 . 0 1.13 0.32 3.5 20.4 * 2,.7 
io;o 1.85 0.42 4.4 29;»8 7 13.5 
0 .5 2.43 0*5f 4.5 28.2 -^ 5 .7 
1.0 2.35 0.56 2i.2 32i*9 * 1 .4 
2»5 1.84 0.2iiS 3 .8 30.7 + 7.0 
5.0 1.79 0.2i2! /i*3 22;5 
110.0 •* M 
0W5 0.81 0.25 3 . 5 27.3 ^ 4.1 
11.0 0k44 0 .17 2.6 16.3 ^ 11.3 
2^5 0.37 0.20 1.9; 18.7 + 2.7 
5 . 0 0.26) 0 .14 1.9) 16.0 -E- 1,1 
10.0 0.56) 0.2:1 2^7 17.9 i . 2 . 2 
K ^ 5 M 0 . 5 0*92 0.23 2,.0 30.2 -^ 3 . 5 
1.0 1.04 0.28 3 . 7 27.0 " 2.8 
2.5 11.00 0.32 3.11 20.8 ^ f 2*4 
5 .0 1.82 0.2,4 4.1 30.0 -i^  5.9) 
10.0 # 0 1 0.28 5.6 ^1 + 5.11 
"EkME. 12(. R e s u l t s of Experiment 3 . 
150. 
i s £ ; piotassium m^iu f r e s k mean dry f res6i w t . / 
wt . (goaw) wtr.(gni») dry- wt. l e a f lt&^(ciiv) 
EP64r 0 ;5 2.06 0.2i5 4 .6 36.6; + 7.1 
IWO 1.46 0.30; 4 .9 20.6 + 8 .5 
2.5 1.69 0.37 2^6 30.8 + 6.4 
5 .0 1.04 0.29 3.6 ^ 4 * %2 
10.0 1.53 0 .35 4 .4 51.9 ± 5.8 
0 .5 2.15 0.46. 2,.7 31.3 + 10.7 
1.0 2.45 0.57 4 . 5 2i7.6 + 6.1 
2 . 5 3 .18 0.65 4»9 l^P^6 + 13.7 
5.0 3.99^ 0.77 5.2 43 .2 + 13.8 
10.0 1.70 0.38 2i*4 32.4 + 7 .9 
K165Y 0 . 5 0 .65 0 .16 2f1 19.1 + 9*5 
1.0 0 .99 0.27 3 .7 21.5 * 2^8 
2.5 0.57 0 .24 2;4 23.6 2.3 
5.0 0w95 0*24 2^0 20.8 + 6.5 
10.0 1.00 0.25 2^0 23.7 + 3*7 
iC65M 0 . 5 1.19) 0 .27 2^4 28.0 + 2^5 
1.0 0.95 0*30 3*1 a w i -1^  2^6 
2 .5 0 .65 0 .25 2.8 2 9 ; 4 * 5.4 
5*0 1.05 G.32 3.5 22;2 -f- 1.4 
10.0 1.02 0 . 2 s 3.6 23.7 3 . 7 
raCE 1ZW ( i i ) E e s u l t s of Experimeiat 3» 
151. 
l e £ . potas^oum meaa drywt. Ca. K ^ Gk K % 
Fo* ca!ii^(ppm*)/ per plant mg^/lOgn. mg^/lOOplaEilias 
( l eaves ) 
0 . 5 0.284 5 .7 119) 49.1 16*2 338 159' 
11.0 0.204 2.5 227 41.0 5.2 464 84 
2 . 5 0*355 11.9 264 57.2 6.4 884 125 
5 .0 0*287 %S) 287 ^ . 2 5 .5 824 72 
10^0 0.268 11.9) 517 26.0 5.1 8-50 70 
EC63M 0 . 5 0.557 6.4 103 ^ 8 35.7 574 294 
1.0 0.215 1i.S 159 41.6 3.9; 542 89) 
2 . 5 0.455 2,.0 ^ 55.9 18.2 1051 165 
5 .0 0.600 2 , 4 247 40*5 12f.4 12i82 215 
10*0 0.2,48 1.8 278 23.7 8.1 I2h5> 106i 
0^5 0.270 6.5 152 78.0 17.6 556) 2111 
1.0 0.238 4.0. 158 48 .5 9^5 566; 1115 
2;»5 «* «• 
5.0 0*255 2^7 227 55*5 ^ 3 529> 82 
10.0 0.303 1.7 m 20.6 5*2 900 62 
mom 0^5 0w435 10W6 138i 5ii*8 45.3 598 257 
1.0 0.455 5.2 177 41.7 23.7 805 190 
2 .5 0^577 ^ 5 . 2f8 58 .8 15.2 755 151 
5 .0 0.2i25 2W0 277 29.1 8 .5 11172 123 
«* «» «• (>!* «f» «• 
0^5 0.12i2 8;9 97 62,.2 12*6 138 9)1 
1.0 0.078 6.0 125 39V 8 4 . 7 96 51 
2 .5 0.264 1.0 163 39.7 2;6 4 ^ 105 
5.0 0*075 0 .8 204 39.1 0.6 155 
37 10*0 0.130 0 . 8 225 28.8 1.0 29:5 
PG6511 0*5 0.155 6.7 131 2i8.6 10 .4 205 75 
11.0 0.193) 5 .5 204 2,0*8 10.6 594 73 
2 .5 «* <>» •* *• M 
5.0 0.350 5.3 22i5 40 .5 17 .4 809 155 
110.0 0*147 4.2' 302 23.5 6.2 55 
l A B I E 115. ( i ) Caiemical ana lys i s r e s a l f e f o r ExperimeBit 3 , 
152. 
Ee£;. meam diry/ wt . Oa K Mg CSa K Mg 
l b . p o t a s s i m p«p plaiaife mg^/iOsi^ mg»/lOO plauts 
fflOEua. (ppm.) (leavsis) 
F3l645f ^ 5 0;307 2,. 6) 129 2f8;0 12i.1 596 147 
1.0 0^179 1.7 36*0 3.0 2(28 64 
2.5 0;238S 1.6 267' 51*3 3*8 656 75 
5.0 0.165 1..6 2811 24.8 2.6 464 41 
10^ 0 O w ^ 1.6 284 20.5 4.0 710 51 
F3l62iM 0.5 0.298 11.8 86 32^ 7 %h ^ 105 
1.0 0*417 3.1 185 34.5 12.9 772 1 ^ 
2.5 0.425 1.7 «D5 23.2 7.2 871 99 
5*0 0.2i45 2.0 227 25.6 12;9 1010 165 
10.0 0.415 1.6 •m 25.7 5*0 920 75 
K365sr Q#5 0.086 7.4 119 6,7.8 6.4 102 58 
11.0 0.12iO 5.1 198 2^0 7.1 277 62 
2.5 0.127 4.6 »• 30.0 5.8 38 
5.0 0.125 3*9 290 2,0.6 2i.9 563 51 
10.0 0^147 2.5 315 50.2 Wi: 460 2i4 
0.5 0.176 4.9 166 53.4 8.6 2^2 94 
1.0 0*179 5.1 177 56.3 941 517 42 
2;5 - C^114 5*3 262 32; 2 6.0 ^ 9 57 
^ 0 Oi»l86 2;4 25!if 32; 1 4.5 455 60 
1G;0 0.18S 2^ 8S 522 ^ . 0 8;9 9711 47 
!EABiB 15. ( i i ) ) Cfiemicial analysis; r e su l t s for' Experiment 5 . 
OJABLE 16. 
Growth curve data. 
153. 
Suniiiggim Tanai Sand Sike Gassc^ 
GtolleGtiom fresJii wt . dicy w t . / flir. w t . / diry -w*./ f r . w t , / i r y wit./ 
Date pear lOOplanta lOOplants KXDpl. lOOpill. 100pl lOOpl. 
20.11.64 5.7 11.4 2.9 0.8 
6. 2;65 6.9 1.0 4.8 0.5 
3* 5*65 nil. 6 a o 5.6 11.0 a;5 1.7 
17.5 .65 18;4 3*1 11.8 1.9 19.7 2*.5 
51. 5*65 30.9 5.7 12i*0 2.5 20.6 2^ .4 
13* 6. 65 38.5 T$6 16.6 5*4 33.0 9;5 
511. 7;65 ®.7 13*7 50.1 6.1 2i5.7 10*9 
^ ^ : — — 
20*11.64 44.7 13*0 16.9 6.1 *# 
6. 2;65 mo 13*5 27.2 6.1 «* -
5. 5.65 67;o 14.7 51.3 6.5 811.9 23*8 
17. 5.65 ^.6 17*4 2^5 7.7 105.2 27.4 
51. 5.65 101.3 23.2 56.8 7.7 t ^ 4 27.9 
13. 6.65 93*5 19;9 48.5 10.8 83.4 27*0 
51 . 7 . ^ A7.2 ^2 5ii»0 7.5 70.9 18.8 
WM. 1^ ( i ) (^aicnxth Oixrve data •* C^rex: f lacca^ 
H 
H 
SuEiMggim Tarn Sandi S i te Casscjp 
Col lect ioni f t * isrt;*/ d j ^ w t , / f t . wtw/ diE^ wt*/ fp» w t » / diry w t » / 
Date 1100 i l * lOOpIL* liOOpl. 1I00p3U lOOpOi. iOOpX 
CffisJ iSSs} Cfflt) 
20» 111.64 ^ 1 11.1! 4.2 0W9) 
6* 2»6^ 4*2 0^7 7.3 1.3 
3* 5*^ 14.11 11.3 10.7 2.0 15*2 2^5 
t7» 5.65 21.2 3.0- 15.8 2 .4 18.3 3.0 
311. 5»65 56*5- 6.0 18.8 3W5 fflj.4 114»7 i 
13^  6.65 3^ 65 7.1i 38*0 6.6i 104^8 - ^ 1 
511. 7.65i 53.4 liO*8; 5«b.9' 9.5 128; 2 30.6 
a0wl1.64 4^3 13.5 3^6> 8^6 o 
6. 2;65 47.6 15.2 •>!» •» 
^ 5*65 ^ . 9 8;7 39.3 7»9 iii;o.a 24*5 
17. 5.65 72*8; i;o,8 51.3 8^4 114.8 25* S 1-3 H 
311. 5.65 7i(*0 11.4 47.4 9W1 151.4 9Q»d 
6.65 - •» 53.0 9.4 15i».6 
3 t . 7 . ^ 52,5 7.9 99.3 1.9*0 
WBJEl 1i6. ( i i ) GrcMth GUrve dJata *» Siairgs: panicea. 
•MBIES 17 & 18, 
Nutrient d;ynainics data* 
ffloHectianit 
Hat® 
K % Ca K . Mg P 
m^/ lOOElanta 
15» 1»65 511.1 185 117.9 *<* 3.7/ 22.2 *• 
6. 2;65 117.2 204 12.0 •* 1.9 22.4 
191 4 .65 16.4 ^ > 20 .2 2.6 2i4.0 3.2 1.5 
3* ^ 6 5 23.3 250 5.6 %^ iW7 50.0) 1i.1 o;7 
t7» 5 .65 29.2 228i 20.8 10.5 5.8 6814 6.2 3.2 
511. 5.65 28.11 234 20.5 9^2 15 .2 126 11.0 5.0 
13* 6.65 47.6 2114 119.8 9^4 55.2 201; 14.7 7.0 
1111. 1*&5> 19^ 20.9 9w5 71.2 17/5 23.0 10. J 
20.t1l.65 72.0 103 lio;? 95*6 134 13*9; 
1% 1.65 83.4 80 7.2 108 107 9.7 -
6* 2^65 66*11 117 ig;4 89*2 15s 14.0 •* 
19. 4 .65 711.5 135' 16.4 5.11 102 195 25*5 7.5 
5. ^ 6 5 65.9) 122 17.4 7*5 9.6.2 178 25.4 111.0 
17. 5.65 60.1 125 15.1 5.7/ 102 2115 25*7 917 
M. 5.65 68.9* 105 12^0 6.6D 152 251 26.4 14.5 
1% 6.65 655.5 96 10.9) 5.8 152 ax) 22.7 12; 1 
11. 7l 65 85. S 65 %6i 5.7 120 3^ t 1^4 5.2 
211. 108 55 11.5 3*2 88.0 45 9v4 2;6. 
20^11.65 49.9^ 16 11.7 «• «• ** ** 
nMlIE 17. (i);. Futr i en t dljynamics; dMa •* 
Ciarex: f l a c c a . Stmbiggirr Taant. 
156. 
GEollection G a K M g P C a K M g P 
Date; mg»/i0sn. nig./l00 
6. 2;65 19.1 191 111.8 1.0 9v6> 
19. 4.65 35.9) 245 18.8; 13*1 2.9' 19.6 1.5 1.11 
3* 5*65 ^ . 4 241 19.6 16.1 3*6 24.11 2 . a 1.6 
17. 5.65 41 . &• 275' 20.4 16.6 7.5 45^5 3;7 3.0 
31 . 5.65 W . 4 252 18.7 12 .1 10.7 60.5 4.5 2k9) 
13* 6. 65 57.2 259 17.2 9; i 11.2 711.7 %2 2 .7 
27. 6.65 50*1 197 l8 .9i 28;o 68;8 3*1 
11. 7.65 ^ 3 204 17.2 5.4 27 .4 8918 7.6 2 . 4 
21. 8.65 7^9 146 13.0 6.8 48.9 90W5 8.11 4.2 
20.iiii.65 - 92^3 8;3i *• 55*4 57.5 5*0 
6. 2.65 102f.1i 80k7 8; 6 *• 62.5 4 ^ 4 5*2 m. 
19. 4.65 82,.5 126 12;7 -> 50.7 75*6 7 .6 *» 
3. 5.65 93.1 119^  12.1 •» 55*9 711.4 7 .3 H * 
17. 5.65 97.3 104 12^2 73.0 78;o 9k 2 * 9 
31. 5*65 107.8 W 5 10.4 •>* 84,1 80.3 8.I1 #• 
27* 6 . ^ 132.6 98) 6.5 «A 135.3 99t9v 6.6 *• 
11. 7.65 1145.9 57 10.9 «» 1311.3 51.3 9^8 
21. 8.65 Sli.9 51 9*5 68.9 38^3 5.6 ** 
20.11.65 116.7 20 7.5 ** *• 
EABEE 17. ( i i ) . Futr ient ^namics djata -
Cargg: f l a c c a . Sand S ike . 
157. 
GJoHlecrtion K Mg P K Mg P 
Date m^/lOgp* ni^/lOOpillamt;a 
m 4*65 15*6; 227 5^1 25*7 2^2 51.8 2j.8 3.5 
5* 5*65 21.6 2f6 28.8 18.7 3*5 34.6 4*6 2.9) 
17. 5*@ 29^6; 257 32^8 10.1 13*0 104 14.4' i*.4 H CO 
51* 5*65 ^ . 3 288 33.8 5.2 211.8 135 15*6 2^4 G 
13* 6.65 29.0 22^ 39W5 11.2 34.4 171 29.6 8.4 I d 
27. 6.65 3^2 184 28.7 47.4 198 27.5 -
11. 7.65 47.4 198 4W7 7.2 58.1 170 2.4.7 7.2 
211. 8.65 55.9 165 55.8 6.6 58.1 175 57.2 6.9) 
19. 4.65 54.6; 151 29.2 6.3 92^8 223 49.6 10*7 
5* 5.65 56.5 126 27.4 6.0 127 271 61.4 13*4 
17.5 .65 52W6 105 53.8 5.8S 1Z|4 287 92.5 15.8 
3?li. 5.65 55*5 95 27.4 6.0 152 260, 75.1 15.9/ 
15. 6.65 62.9; 96 56.1 5*8 172' 263 98.9 13*7 
2^ 6»6)5 9.5.5 82;6 42 .8 5.P 262 226; 117 15*8 
11. 7.65 91.5 107 52.0 »» 2tO 120 
211. ^ 65 65.5 85 41.0 6*1 125 156 77.1 11.5 
MBEE 17. ( i i i ) . Mutident diynamiGs data ^ 
Garex: f l a c c a , Cassop* 
158. 
dJoin^ectioDi K % P K Mg P 
Bate to mg,/l0gp. ing./l00p>llaiit. 3: 
15.. 1 . ^ 10.7 178 17.5 1.0 16.0 
6. 2i»65 7.6 l6ll 9'.6> 0^6 12.9 
m 4*65 5*& 216 20.8 7.7 0*7 30.2 2.9 1.1 H p 
% 5.65 5*0 2m 20.4 6.7 0.9 37.8 3.7 3.0 a % 
17* 5*65 5*1 257 20k4 6.8 1.4 66.4 5.7 1.9 B K . 
31. 5*65 7*9 219) 23^8 5.2 4.5 125 13.3 3.0 11 
13* 6.65 7.7 212 2%6 7.0* 5.2 m 16.1 i}*8 ^ 
11. 7.65 12^9 1181 20.2 8;5 111.6 163 18 .2 7.7 
21. 8^65 7.2 125i 20.5 8.6 7.8 133 22W1 9*3 
20^11.65 %3 125 9.2 «• 4.11 92.4 6.8 
15. 1 . ^ 12.9 80 %2 •» 3^6 73.6 6.8 
6. 2;65 4*1 99 7.0 « ^ 3*1 60.0 5.3 
19V 4*65 7.7 120 15.5 5.6 5*9 92.4 11.9 4.3 
3. 5*65 8.9 113 14.3 6*3 7.1 90*4 111.4 5*0 
17. 5.6^ 5 946 144 15.1 6.3 9.6 m 15*1 ^ 3 
31. 5.65 10.5 1i09i 13.0^ 5*4 11.9 123 15*0 6.3 
13. 6.65 11.2 114 15.4 5.6 12.0) 122 16.5 6.0 
11. 7;65 9*1 53 9^4 8.6 8 .5 50.0 8.8 8»1 
211. (^65 915 22 6.3 3*5 6.7 15.4 4.4 2^5 
20.11.65 5.5 16.8 6.0 
Mitrient %3aamiGS diata. — 




P K Mg P 
Dat& m g^/i0i mg»/l00pillants 
6* 2.65 14.7 197 11.7 1W9 25.6 
^ £ { ( • 6 5 21.2 2118 22W1 2 .2 3.8 39.2 0.4 
3. 5*65 25.2 209 22^0 9*1 2^6 41.8 1.8 B 
17. 5*65 22.0 250 25.5 10.7 5.3 60.0 Z^ 2.6 
51 . ^ 65 42.7 a7 ^ 5 8.3 15*7 69.0 2.6 
15. 6^65 54.8 216 25*1 9.1 19.5 121 1ii*1 5.1 > 
27; 6*@ 57.1 183 21.2 38^8 124 14 .4 
11. 7.65 46.5 145 22^7 9.0' 57.2 116 18 .2 7.2 1-3 H 
211. 8*65 43.9) 170 18.5 6.5 42W1 105 17.8 6.2 
20.11.65 58.7 11111 12.7 50.5 95.5 10.9 ** 
6. 2.65 62.0 1113 10.3 53.5 96.8 8.9 
119» 2^65 45* S 151 18.6 57.4 107 15.3 3.4 
3W 5.65 50.1 125 ^9.8 7.8 2yOil 98 .4 15.8 6.2 
17* 5.65 57.8 125' 211.4 7;4 48.6 105 18.0 6 .2 
51 . 5*^ 68*5 104 13.7 6.4 59.4 90.5 11.9) 5 .S 
13* 6.65 72; 1 95 16.7 6.0 66.5 87.4 15.4 5.5 
27* 6.65 102.1 55 9*7 a* 100.1 54.1 9.5 •* 
11. 7.65 99W2 21 9.7 3.0 69*4 14.7 6.8 2; i 
21. a 65 58.9 25 12.8 0.9 29.5 12»S 6.4 0.5 




•nsm 18; ( i i ) i Nutrient diynamics data -










^% 4*65 11.8 276 38*3 13*1 2^ 81 66.2 9.2 3;i 
3. 5*65 15.7 226 34.0 20.3 3.9 56.5 8.6 5.1 
17. 5.65 25.1 296 36.3 6.7 7*5 88.8 10.9 2.1 1-3 M H 1-3 
311. 5.65 14.4 264 35*4 3.3 10.4 190 24.1; 2^3 r* 
13. 6.65 1^9 255 38.2 8.5 35.0 561 84*1 18 .7 i ^ 
27. 6.65 25*7 166 26*9) 65.0 420 68.1 
11. 7.65 26.6 162 ^ . 7 8;3 67.8 413' iai.5 2f .2 
211. 8.65 34*0 124 39*8 3*1 87.4 319 1:02.3 8.0 
19* 4.65 25.6 142 42 .4 5.0 58.1 3W 104.3 12.3 
3. 5.65 24*2 1:0s 3^.2 5.9 59.1i 2633 76*1 14.4 
17. 5.65 3;ii.3 103 39W2 6.9 76.4 251 98.0 16.8 
31. 5.65 38.5 68 33*6 4*0 102.4 I8li 89.4 10.6 
13* 6.65 41.2: 85 31.6 5.9 138.0 285 106,0 119.8 to p 
27. 6.65 53.2 93.4 24.3 196.8. 346) 89.9 
111. 7.65 46.7 69 39.1 4.8 140.1 207 117.3 14*4 
21. 8.65 45.1 66 36.8 4*0 85.7 125 69.9 7.6 
TABEE 18* ( i i x ) . Nutrient diynamics data •* 
Sfetres panicea, C a s s c ^ 
TABLE 1i9. 









Cai K Mg 
mg./liGfgni. 
15. 1.65 43*0 57.8 8.7 25.5 102 9*5 
6. 2.65 32.3 3k*8 11.1 18.5 118 8*4 
19. 4.65 27.5 2(4.3 10.3' 19.6 120) 9.8 
3 . 5*65 26.0 47*5 11.1 22.1 121 10.8 
17; 5.65 111.1 411.2 11.4 211.1 112 11.2 G» f l a c c a 
51* 5.65 25.0 47 .1 9.7 26.7 105 9.2 
15* 6.65 21 .1 57.0 9*4 23.5 119' 9;S 
111. 7.65 28 .4 53*6 9;5 a**4 71 6.8 
21. ^65 52^0 9;5 22^4 76 7.5 
2 0 . 1 1 . @ 20.5 63.7 11I.0.' 13*4 94 7.5 
6 . 2 . 6 5 . . ' 46*7 29;4 9.9 6B.7 84.6 0.5 
19. 4.65 26.8 64.0 9.8 21.1 116 9.1 
3 . 5.65 ^ 4 39^  9;7 2%1 128 9.9 
17* 5.65 35*8 59 9.9 2i4.8 86) 9.5 
51 . 5*65 41.2 60 8.8 33.9 92 8;5 
15. 6.65 ^ 4 62 8.5 28.3 126 8»5 CW flaccai 
27. 6.65 536.2 48i 7 .2 27.5 85. 7.0 Sand S ike . 
11 . 7.65 46.1 62 6.1 47/.0 115 9;4 
21. 8.65 21 .^1 46 7 .8 55.8 86 7 . 4 
20.11.65 45.9^ 50 7 .0 57.5 84 6.7 
119* 4.65 47.5 56 27.1 50.5 105 17.5 
3* 5.65 55*7 65 24.8 211.9 911 17.5 
17. 5 . ® 70.4 56 56.6 2i^0 115 211.2 
51. 5.65 42.4 86 26^6 56.5 I5fi 2».0 f l a c c a 
13 . 6.65 58.5 80 2^3 27.1 127 25.0 Giasaop* 
27* 6*65 1105*5 Si 65*5 21.0 145 30.5 
11. 7.65 85;® 115 62;2 52; 9) 155 ^ . 2 
21. 8;65 60^0 811 40.5 6^1 12$ 25.5 





toi K Mg 
nig*/iOgm* 
EiEEZQMES 
Ca K Mg 
rag./l,Osn. 
15* 1.65 5*2 88 9;3 3*9 107 8.3 
6 . 2.65 1.9 99 6.6 2 .4 117 6.0 
19W 4*65; 2.5 106 13*3 2 .3 116 9;5 
3 . 5.65 2;6 85 10 .4 2;3 99 8;5 
17. 5 .65 - ft* 3.3 97 9;7 pardeeai. 
511. 5*65 2W9 65 11.1 3 . 8 97 9.0 Simbiggii^ 
13. 6.65 3.9 59 13.6 3*5 124 10.1 
I t . 7.65 3 . 2 96 10.7 7.6 98 8 . 3 
2 t . 8*65 4*2 62 9;o 5.9 77 6*5 
aa;ii.65 3.0 71 9;3 3.9 107 8*5 
6 . 2;65 23*5 67 12.5 «» 
1% 4^65 17/.8 61 14.0 10 .8 lOOx 10*8 
3 . 5 .65 19.4 74 14.1 14*7 122 12,0 
17. 5 .65 10.2 48 14.5 12.0 93 12.0 
511. 5 .65 13*6 TS) 12.5 21.0 90 10.6 panicea. 
Sand Sike^ 13* 6.65 23.5 S5 13*4 26. 8i 118 10.7 
11. 7 .65 22; 11 76 12.2 <p* 
21. 8.65 22.2 57 10.6 24.7 99 7.4 
20^11.^ 20;2 SD 11.1 8;i 114 8 ;6 
19; 4*65 12;4 67 27.9 8.8 131 20.1 
3 . 5.65 14.3 60 16.2 9;3 103 18.8 
17* 5*65 13.2 42 25.9 14.0 87 21 .9 
31 . 5.65 13*5 46 19.2 13.1 97 17*2 
13. 6.65 11.1 511 20.0 12;6 93 19.1 G ; panicea;. 
27. 6.65 111,1 122 18*9 7.8 66 16.2 Gassm^ 
11 . 7.65 13.2 71 I 9 . i : 17.5 74 17.4 
211. 8 . 0 . 16.9 70 26.0 10.0 120 17.9 
QLABIE 19* ( i i ) ' * Eoot; and Rhizome chemical analys i s data. 
TABLE 20. 





v e r y young t i l l e m 12;4 2117 18.5 
oldter ti l learsj 14*9) 22S 16*5 
ma*ure t i l l e r s 98.8 125 211.0 
maitture tilleajs 
(mdlBUB desci. l eaves ) ^ 1 185 21.5 
iead. Isavess 120.4 54 16.8 
l e a f t i p s 192.2 57 12.^ 5 
leafHamims 78.6 I 8 l 28.0 
leaf^ sheaths 2a»2 181 16.7 
root as 18 .8 1107 17.4 
rhlzamsi. 6.2 116 9.0 
young t i l l e r s 12,. 8 197 20.9 
m t u r e tille32ffi 92.4 105 26.8 
mat tare; t i l l e r s 
e; panicea 
SunbiggpLo* 
({minus djeadi leaves) ISfee^ 42; 2 179) 
feadi leaves 151.5 9; 6 
leaf tips 192.9 19.5 
leaf lamanasCuppw?'^  115.5 170' 
leaf laminas;(lawejE) 5 7 . 4 119;7 
leaf sheaths 6.0^  24.1 
roots 12.2. 86 





2 ^ 8 
^ . 8 




very young t i l l e r s 17 .5 242 16.4 
oldter t i l l e r s 25*6 236 16.9) 
nratuireii t i l M c s 68*9; 1711 ^ 1 
mature t i l l e r s 
Cmdirms dead l eaves ) 2,0.7 212 ^ 7 (C. f l a c c a 
dead I s a v e s 155*2 22^2 27.9) Gassop^ 
l e a f t i ^ 1155*0 71.1 50.0 
l e a f laminas 2(5*2 111 25.9) 
l e a f sheaths 111.4 145 ^ ; 6 
rooiis 72;5 67.8 25.4 
zMzomes ^ . 5 12|0 16.5 
O E A B E E ; 2C^ Addit ional chendcal. analyses of plant organs* 
TABLE 21. 
S o i l ana lys i s data. 
164. 
San^le origin^ Ca K Mjg Ha 
n^S^/lOOgn* diy s o i l 
G ; panicaai. s i t e 
STOiTaniggiai Tarn 1*75 4*0 1.8 16.0 
panieea s i t a 
613*5 85 96 17.8 
G ; f l a c c a s i t e 
SuniMggiiu T ^ m 343*5 2*5 l 2 ; o 28.5 
G ; f l a c c a s i t e 
tosaop) 1135*5 10.0 215.8 34*5 
OEABEE; 21. S o i l ana lys i s diata. 
!EABLE 22, 
Concentrations of elements i n t i l l e r s 
before, treatment i n culture so lut ions . 
165. 
SpeciesB and 
c o l l e c t i o n s i t e Ca K P 
194 33*2 9.2 
38.9 17^2 
p a n i c s ^ SimMggin. 208; 28.3i 111.6) 
panicea>y dassop) 211.5 552 34.4 
!E.'ABIJi; 22^ Relative concentrations of elements; ini t i l l e r s 
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